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Outline

 What this is all about

       charges (electrons) on lattices, charge order 
       beyond local U: n.n. interactions and even longer
       on the importance of defects

3 examples:

•1D chain
•2D square lattice
•2D triangular lattice
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Wigner crystallization

•  what if electrons are in a solid, not in vacuum?

Wigner crystallization

! electrons + long range Coulomb repulsion (Wigner ’34)

K.E.! 1
r s

2
U! 1

r s

density parameter:
sphere of radius rs

n= 1
4
3
"r s

3

−at low density, potential energy dominates: Wigner crystal
−insulator−to−metal transition upon increasing the density
     QMC, rs=100 in 3D, rs=37 in 2D (Ceperley 1980, 1989) 

rs

! experimental evidences:

−electron crystal on the surface of liquid helium,
  thermal melting at V~T (Grimes and Adams 1979)

−GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures
  vary n through gate potential, rs=35 (Yoon 1999)

−plastic FET ? (Schon 2000)

rs

rs =U/KE 

only one lengthscale in the problem, 
then:
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of the diVerent phases at ambient pressure and their possible
evolution under pressure. We will address each of the above posed
questions separately.

MELTDOWN OF THE MOTT PHASE

The standard way of influencing the Mott phase is to aVect the
ratio between the Coulomb repulsion and the bandwidth. These
two relevant energy scales correspond to the parameters U and t of
the single-band Hubbard Hamiltonian, usually used to consider the
Mott transition,

H = �t
X

hi,ji,�

�
c†

i,� cj,� + c†
j,� ci,�

�
+U

X

i

ni,"ni,#

where ci,� and c†
i,� are the destruction and creation operators of an

electron at site i and with spin �, and ni,� = c†
i,� ci,� is the occupation

operator. For the special case of the triangular lattice of David
stars in 1T-TaS2, t and U map to the overlap of the electronic
wavefunctions defined by the deformation localized at David stars,
and the Coulomb interaction of the electrons above the gap within
the same David star, respectively.

The qualitative understanding of the observed phase transition
comes from the insight that pressure changes both the relevant
energy scales, by decreasing the swelling of the planes related
to the David-star deformations in the CDW state. In particular,
by reducing the deformation, the pressure diminishes the CDW
gap and increases the screening capacity of the electrons below
the gap (that is, the interband contribution to the dielectric
function). Similarly, the pressure also weakens the potential that
defines the local wavefunction, thereby increasing its extension
and the wavefunction overlap integral. Both these mechanisms
simultaneously increase t and decrease U , leading to a decrease in
the ratio U/t . The Mott-state melting occurs naturally at a critical
value of this ratio28.

NATURE OF THE TEXTURED PHASE

The NCCDW phase has been subject to numerous experimental
and theoretical investigations at ambient pressure. Previous
theoretical approaches invoked mainly phenomenological
treatments, based on sophisticated versions of the Landau-type
functional, leaving out the microscopic details29,30. However,
the main mechanism behind the creation of the textured phase
has been established to lie in the tendency of the system to
maximize the electronic gap at a given deformation amplitude
by (inter)locking the deformations at (three) commensurate wave
vectors, counteracted by the remnant part of the electrons in the
states above the gap. This leads to a microscopic mechanism for
domain formation, common to many electronic systems with
(charge- or spin-) density waves close to commensurability31.
Essentially, the discommensurations in the textured phase host
the electrons that do not fit below the gap that exists in the
commensurately ordered domains. Notably, however, the size of the
domains in 1T-TaS2 is substantial, containing several hundred TaS2

units within each layer. Therefore, long-range Coulomb forces are
expected to control the charge transfer involved in the domain size
and organization32. This important aspect was omitted in former
theoretical treatments of the NCCDW phase in 1T-TaS2.

We fully include the Coulomb aspect of this charge transfer,
when considering the formation of domains in the NCCDW phase
in 1T-TaS2. The two limiting degrees of this charge relocation leave
the domains either as a lightly (self-)doped Mott state, or fully
depleted. We compare the Coulomb energy per particle involved
in the formation of fully depleted domains, Ec, with the electronic
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Figure 3 The temperature–pressure phase diagram of 1T-TaS2. The Mott
localization is suppressed, closely accompanied by the melting of the CCDW phase
at a pressure of 0.8 GPa; the lattice structure in the latter phase is composed of
interlocking David stars. The NCCDW phase extends over the pressure range of
1–7 GPa, and may be visualized as roughly hexagonal domains suspended in an
interdomain phase, indicated in grey. The first signatures of superconductivity
appear from the NCCDW state, and remain roughly at 5 K throughout the entire
pressure range of 3–25 GPa. In the pressure range of 8–25 GPa, the system is
metallic over the investigated temperature range when above the superconducting
transition temperature. The drawings above and below the phase diagram indicate
the probable deformation patterns in the system at low temperature, as discussed in
the text. Darkly shaded parts denote the parts with the static deformation in the form
of David stars, whereas in the light-shaded areas the deformation is considerably
reduced or completely suppressed.

energy gap � in the domains. The case of Ec ⇠ � implies a
Coulomb-controlled textured phase. The alternatives, unrestricted
by the long-range Coulomb forces, relate to Ec ⌧ � and Ec � �
signifying fully depleted and slightly doped Mott phase domains,
respectively. Figure 4 shows the results of a calculation, for diVerent
domain sizes and organization in successive layers. The calculation
(see the Methods section) is carried out for a kagome patchwork
with two diVerent stacking alignments. Stacking A considers an
axial alignment of domains and interdomain triangles in successive
layers, and has been experimentally observed in 1T-TaS2 (see
Fig. 4, Stacking A). The shifted positions of the domains between
adjacent planes resemble a closely packed face-centred-cubic

962 nature materials VOL 7 DECEMBER 2008 www.nature.com/naturematerials
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Fig. 3: Three-dimensional structure of Na2/3CoO2. (a) The two-dimensional Na unit cell proposed in ref. [25] is represented in
the top layer with respect to the 12 initially indistinguishable Co atoms of the underlying triangular layer (the oxygen atoms
layers above and below the cobalt layer are omitted). It contains two Na1 sites (red) sitting on top of Co and six Na2 sites,
topping a triangle of Co, with two distinct Na planar environments (light and dark green). The 3D stacking which fits our
data involves a lower Na layer shifted by !2a. As the Na2 sites of the two layers should project at the centers of distinct Co
triangles, a-axis mirroring of the Na pattern is required. This planar Na structure can be considered as an ordered pattern
of di-vacancies in the Na2 plane, which displace a third Na2 on an Na1 site in a threefold symmetric environment (one such
di-vacancy is illustrated in the lower Na plane, where circles mark the three missing Na2 sites). (b) In the upper panel, the Na
environments of the four Co sites di!erentiated in this structure are displayed (the smaller size of the orange and yellow balls
is meant to distinguish Co sites with Na1 neighbors). In the lower panel, the 3 Na sites are represented with their Na and Co
environments deduced from the stacking of cobalt planes shown in (a). Threefold rotation symmetry is seen for Co1a, Co1b
and Na1 for which != 0. (c) The four layers of (a) are represented at the top and the 3D stacking of the following Na layers
is pursued downwards by !2a translations and mirroring, which shifts the Co1b site by !2a between Co layers (red bars).
The unit cell is completed after six shifts.

Fig. 4: Spin lattice relaxation of the Co sites taken at 4.2K. The
magnetization recoveries of the 59Co NQR signals are seen in
(a) to be identical for the lower-frequency signals of Co1a and
Co1b sites, and similarly in (b) for the higher-frequency signals
of Co2a and Co2b. The relaxation rate is about 30 times larger
for the latter, which di!erentiates markedly the magnetic Co2
sites from the non-magnetic Co1 sites.

Fig. 5: Two-dimensional charge distribution in the Co planes
of Na2/3CoO2. The resulting 2D structure of the Co planes
corresponds to a perfect Co2 kagomé lattice (fig. 3(c)), once
the minor di!erence between the electronic properties of Co2a
and Co2b sites is neglected. The Co1 sites constitute the
complementary triangular lattice.

47006-p4

Is this relevant?
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CHARGE DISPROPORTIONATION IN D-(BEDT-TTF)2X 
 

K. Katono
 

, K. Ichimura, T. Taniguchi, Y. Kawashima, K. Yamaya, and S. Tanda 

Department of Applied Physics, Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060-8628, Japan 
 

It is an open problem how the charge disproportionation (CD) develops into the charge ordering state 
(CO) with metal-insulator transition. It might be a due to understand the role of the long range Coulomb 
interaction for ground state in strongly correlated organic conductors. 

We studied charge disproportionation state at room temperature in organic conductor D-(BEDT-TTF)2X 
by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) which can directly observe charge distribution in real space. 
Figure 1 (a) shows STM current image of D-(BEDT-TTF)2I3. D-type BEDT-TTF arrangement which 
forms face centered rectangle was clearly observed. In this abstract we call the direction of the short sides 
of the rectangle straight direction, and one of the long sides of it zigzag direction. We found the local 
stripe type charge distribution parallel to zigzag direction, which is similar to the structure of CO.  

Then we studied D-(BEDT-TTF)2MHg(SCN)4 (M = K , Rb) of which grand states is the density wave. 
D-type BEDT-TTF arrangement was also observed in these compounds. We found the charge 
disproportionation even in both salts. Therefore, the stripe type CD is an essential feature in D-(BEDT-
TTF)2X. However different stripe type structures were found in each salts. The stripe structure of K salt is 
parallel to zigzag direction. (Fig. b) It similar to the a-(BEDT-TTF)2I3. On the other hand, it of Rb salt is 
parallel to the straight direction. (Fig. c) The difference of the stripe structure cannot be explained by 
surface relaxation because these have similar molecules arrangement. Therefore we expect that these 
stripe structures are CO which is not completely localized.  
We are performing STM/STS at low temperature to investigate temperature dependence of the their 
structures. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Figure1. STM image of D-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 (a) ,�D-(BEDT-TTF)2KHg(SCN)4 (b), and  D-(BEDT-
TTF)2RbHg(SCN)4 at 290 K. The white open rectangles indicate the face centered rectangle 
pattern of D-type BEDT-TTF arrangement. 

(a) (b) (c) 
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Charge order due to Coulomb interactions

• take charges on a chain, at n=1/2 (organic salts) 
   suppose they order

A

B

• you can have domains with the two types of order, separated by 
domain walls

A AB
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Wigner Crystallization in !DI-DCNQI"2Ag Detected
by Synchrotron Radiation X-Ray Diffraction

T. Kakiuchi,1 Y. Wakabayashi,2 H. Sawa,1,2,* T. Itou,3,† and K. Kanoda3

1Department of Materials Structure Science, The Graduate University for Advanced Studies, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-0801, Japan
2Institute of Materials Structure Science, High Energy Accelerator Research Organization, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-0801, Japan

3Department of Applied Physics, University of Tokyo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113-8656, Japan
(Received 20 September 2006; published 6 February 2007)

The low-temperature electronic structure of the quarter-filled, quasi-one-dimensional (Q1D) system
!DI-DCNQI"2Ag is revealed using synchrotron radiation x-ray diffraction. In spite of the interchain
frustration in the twofold superstructure along the 1D chain, the body-centered tetragonal ‘‘charge
ordering’’ structure, which consists of 4kF charge ordering columns and 4kF bond order wave columns,
is realized. This is the first example of the Q1D system having plural kinds of columns as its ground state.
This charge ordered structure is regarded as a Wigner crystal caused by intercolumn Coulomb repulsion.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.98.066402 PACS numbers: 71.30.+h, 61.66.Hq

One-dimensional metals are known to undergo a metal-
insulator phase transition at low temperature, as first dis-
cussed by Peierls [1]. Presently, various electronic ground
states of quarter-filled quasi-one-dimensional (Q1D) sys-
tems are understood theoretically in terms of a simple
extended Hubbard model mainly using three electron cor-
relation parameters t, U, and V [2], where t is the transfer
integral between nearest neighboring molecules, andU and
V are the on-site and the intersite Coulomb energy, respec-
tively. In this model, a variety of phases, e.g., spin-Peierls,
spin density wave, and charge ordering (CO) phases, have
been predicted as their ground state in certain U=t and V=t
regions.

A !DCNQI"2Ag series is regarded as a model Q1D
electron system. Since Ag is a monovalent ion having a
closed shell, DCNQI molecules have a valence of#0:5 on
average and they construct a quarter-filled 1D-!-electron
band which consists of the lowest unoccupied molecu-
lar orbital. Ag contributes little to this band [3] because
it is a stable closed-shell ion. One of the series,
!DMe-DCNQI"2Ag, shows a metal-insulator transition
and a spin-Peierls transition at 100 and 80 K, respectively
[4,5]. Accompanied by these transitions, a 4kF charge
density wave (CDW) and a 2kF CDW were established
below 100 and 80 K, respectively, as observed by x-ray
diffraction measurements [6,7]. These phenomena were
regarded as characteristic of a one-dimensional system in
which the Peierls instability plays an important and intrin-
sic role, although electron correlation also affects their
ground states. By contrast, !DI-DCNQI"2Ag is insulating
even at room temperature and exhibits an antiferromag-
netic order at 5.5 K [5,8,9]. Below 220 K, Ref. [8] reported
a clear split in the 13C-NMR spectrum and suggested that
the 4kF Wigner crystal type of CO on DCNQI molecules
arose in the low-temperature (LT) phase. This CO ground
state on the 1D chain made by long-range Coulomb repul-
sion was predicted by mean field calculation within a

extended Hubbard model [10] in a large V=t and U=t
region. It is very interesting whether (or how) the electron
crystal is stable in the real solid which involves a periodic
potential of lattice and electron-phonon interaction. In this
Letter, we report the results of a crystal structure analysis
of !DI-DCNQI"2Ag at low temperature using synchrotron
x-ray diffraction by which we determined the 3D CO
structure of this substance. Despite its complicated struc-
ture, the obtained CO arrangement is regarded as a simple
Wigner crystal caused by Coulomb repulsion.

Single crystal x-ray diffraction measurements using
x rays having a wavelength 0.6870 Å were performed on
an imaging plate Weissenberg camera installed on beam
lines BL-1A and -1B at the Photon Factory, KEK, Japan. A
four-circle diffractometer installed on BL-4C for high-
resolution experiments was also used. The sample tem-
perature was controlled by closed-cycle helium refrigera-
tors. The sample was grown using the electrochemical
method, and the size of the specimen used for structure
analysis was 0:35$ 0:05$ 0:05 mm3.

The crystal structure of !DI-DCNQI"2Ag at room tem-
perature has been described as having a space group of
I41=a [11]. Planer DCNQI molecules are piled up at
even intervals along the c direction, composing one-
dimensional columns. In this space group, the molecules
are connected by the symmetrical operation of a fourfold
screw whose axis runs parallel to the c axis and travels
through the center of four substitution radicals (iodine),
and inversion centers are located on every molecule and at
the midpoint of two piled molecules. Ag on the !4 axis is
coordinated in local symmetry of D2d distorted tetrahedral
fashion to the N atoms in the DCNQI molecule.

At room temperature, diffuse scattering characterized by
the wave vector c%=2 was observed, as has been previously
reported [7]. The diffuse distribution of the scattering
intensity gradually condensed into superlattice spots char-
acterized by the wave vector !0 0 1

2" with decreasing tem-
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Fluctuations of CO: domain walls

• moving one electron creates a DW pair
• sequentially moving addtional electrons moves the DWs 
   at ~ no extra cost -> collective excitations

A

A AB
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QUANTUM THEORY OF DEFECTS IN CRYSTALS 
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At sufficiently low temperatures localized defects or impurities change into excitations that move 
practically freely through a crystal. As a result instead of the ordinary diffusion of defects, there 
arises a flow of a liquid consisting of "defectons" and "impuritons." It is shown that at absolute 
zero in crystals with a large amplitude of the zero-point oscillations (for example, in crystals of 
the solid helium type) zero-point defectons may exist, as a result of which the number of sites of an 
ideal crystal lattice may not coincide with the number of atoms. The thermodynamic and acoustic 
properties of crystals containing zero-point defectons are discussed. Such a crystal is neither a 
solid nor a liquid. Two kinds of motion are possible in it; one possesses the properties of motion in 
an elastic solid, the second possesses the properties of motion in a liquid. Under certain conditions 
the "liquid" type of crystal motion possesses the property of superfluidity. Similar effects should 
also be observed in quasiequilibrium states containing a given number of defectons. 

A FUNDAMENTAL property of crystals is their ideal 
periodicity, i.e., the periodicity of the density function 
p(r) which determines the probability of different posi-
tions of the particles in space. In general there exist 
two different causes which violate this periodicity. 
These are, in thelirst place, vibrations of the crystal 
lattice sites and, in the second place, defects (vacan-
cies, extra atoms, dislocation loops, etc.). 

In considering the vibrations it is usually assumed 
that at each lattice site (i.e., at a maximum of the func-
tion p(r)) there is always exactly one atom and these 
atoms undergo small vibrations. Then 3r (r is the num-
ber of sites in an elementary cell) vibrational branches 
appear. Quantum-mechanical effects require the exist-
ence of zero-point vibrations, i.e., vibrations that re-
main at zero temperature and therefore do not violate 
the periodicity of the crystal. The initial assumption 
about the identification of sites and atoms will here be 
valid only in the case when the amplitude of the zero-
point vibrations turns out to be small in comparison 
with the lattice period, and therefore the wave functions 
of atoms located on neighboring sites do not overlap in 
practice. A numerical measure of the magnitude of the 
zero-point vibrations is given by the dimensionless pa-
rameter A = h/a .JmE ) (see [ tJ ), where m is the mass 
of an atom, E is the characteristic interaction energy 
of the atoms, and a is the interatomic distance. For 
example, for elements of group VIII of the periodic ta-
ble, one can take as E and a the parameters which de-
termine the potential energy of the interaction of two 
atoms: U(r) = 4E {(a/r)12 - (a/r)s}. 

The parameter A is actually very small for the ma-
jority of crystals. However, crystals exist for which A 

1. For example, A= 0.6 for Ne, A= 2. 7 for He\ and 
A= 3.1 for He3 • In addition, crystals exist in which the 
condition of smallness of the amplitude of the zero-
point vibrations may be violated not for all but only for 
certain kinds of vibrations. For example, this pertains 
to the vibrations of hydrogen impurity atoms in lattices 
consisting of certain heavy metals. The appreciable 
magnitude of the amplitude of the zero-point vibrations 

is here related to the smallness of the impurity atom 
mass. The usual approach to an investigation of the 
properties of such crystals and, in particular, the vibra-
tions is completely inapplicable (see [2 - 4 l). We will 
see that even the number of normal modes may differ 
from 3r. 

Defects are usually regarded classically as localized 
objects which only occasionally move from one position 
to another. It is clear, however, that at sufficiently low 
temperatures, because of the finiteness of the parame-
ter A, quantum effects must also become important for 
defects. And what is more, as we shall see, the exist-
ence of zero-point defects or, more accurately, "zero-
point defectons" turns out to be possible; just like 
zero-point vibrations "ze-ro-point defectons" exist at 
zero temperature and do not violate the crystal perio-
dicity. The existence of zero-point defectons means 
that the number of sites in an ideal crystal lattice does 
not coincide with the number of atoms. This is not sur-
prising since for finite values of A an atom is not lo-
calized at a definite site, and therefore the requirement 
that the number of sites be equal to the number of at-
oms is not compulsory. 

In the present article the influence of quantum ef-
fects on the behavior of defects in a crystal will be con-
sidered, and it is shown that these effects lead to the 
existence of a number of rather unusual crystal proper-
ties. 

1. DEFECTONS 
Because of the quantum-tunneling effect, a defect in 

a crystal at zero temperature is not localized. Accord-
ing to quantum mechanics, in such a case the possible 
states are classified according to the values of the qua-
simomentum k. Thus, with each type of defect there is 
associated a branch of excitations-the defectons. The 
energy of a defecton, which is a function of the quasi-
momentum E(k), takes all possible values inside a cer-
tain band of width AE which is proportional to the prob-
ability of tunneling by the defect. 
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WTF!!!   - Walls Tunnel Freely

• Motion of DWs can melt the crystal
• can be excited thermally (cf. K.Kanoda’s talk) or optically
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Melting transition - role of defects

localized 
electrons

defects
(DWs, interstitial 

sites)

• all defect sites are equivalent -> DWs can form Bloch waves

Δ∆
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Melting transition - role of defects

localized 
electrons

defects
(DWs, interstitial 

sites)

Δ∆

• band dispersion W is proportional to tunneling overlaps
• Energy of defects:  Ed=Δ∆-W/2

DOS

W
Ed

• Andreev-Lifshitz criterion: 
If Ed<0, CO melts  (proliferation of defects)
• it works! cf. ED calculations on Coulomb chain 

• all defect sites are equivalent -> DWs can form Bloch waves
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Interlude: what is the charge of a DW ?

gee whiz, we have fractionalized the charge!
(but these are collective excitations, not electrons)

-e/2 -e/2

• add one electron

-e

A AB
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Optical conductivity

!d!"sc"!# /!d!""!#. Note that formulas "16# and "17# obey
the following property that derives from the closure relation
of the eigenstates of Eq. "5#:

$!% =& d!""!#! = #t2/s . "18#

This relation shows that the “average” absorption frequency
is independent of the interaction potential and can be used to
measure directly the value of the hopping integral in an
optical-absorption experiment.

In the above derivation, it was assumed that the potential
follows a pure Coulomb law, Eq. "3#, which allowed us to
obtain explicit analytical formulas for the optical absorption.
However, the discrete Schrödinger equation "5# with the ex-
act potential $s"d# of Eq. "2# can be solved to arbitrary ac-
curacy with small numerical effort. The result is presented in
the inset of Fig. 2"a#. We see that the analytical expression
"17# agrees quite well with the numerical result. Discrepan-
cies arise at very small values of t /V, where the excitons
become localized on very short length scales, which is where
the potential $s"d# sensibly deviates from the Coulomb law.

Note that an expression similar to Eq. "17# was derived by
Gallinar18 in the half-filled case %=1 for electrons with spin,
in the limit of a large on-site repulsion U. In that case, the

lowest-lying excitations correspond to pairs of doubly occu-
pied and/or empty sites.19 The energy cost for creating such
pairs is set by U, while the long-range tail of the Coulomb
potential acts to bind the opposite charges together.20 Similar
effects have also been discussed in the context of conjugated
polymers, in which case, the energy scale of an electron-hole
exciton is set by the Peierls dimerization gap21 "see also Ref.
19#.

B. Screened potentials

The characteristic optical line shape 'Eq. "17#( ultimately
follows from the long-range nature of the Coulomb potential.
Indeed, although the energies of the scattering states are
given by the noninteracting expression "10#, their wave func-
tions strongly differ from the free plane waves especially at
short distances "the scattering states are required to be or-
thogonal to the bound states#. This is reflected in the optical
absorption, which involves the wave function precisely at d
=1, where the condition of orthogonality with the excitonic
states is most stringent. To illustrate this issue, we have
considered the case of a screened potential V /d
!V exp"!d /!# /d. This potential is convex and ensures the
stability of the classical configuration considered here,4

which is preferable to the case of arbitrarily truncated Cou-
lomb interactions, for which the ground state is not always
univocally determined.

The results obtained for generic values of the screening
length are reported in Fig. 3 at filling %=1/2, for t /V=0.02.
Upon reducing the screening length, the optical absorption
shifts to lower frequencies, the discontinuity at the absorp-
tion edge is smoothened, the asymmetry of the line shape
becomes less marked, and the excitonic peaks progressively
disappear "below a critical value, no bound states are pos-
sible and "exc=0#. In the limit !!0, a truncated nearest-
neighbor potential is recovered. In that case, the effective
interaction $"d#=Ve!1/!)V1 is constant for all d and the
scattering states reduce to free-particle states. The corre-
sponding current-current correlation function has a semicir-
cular shape and the resulting absorption band is

"nn"!# =
t

2!
*1 ! +! ! V1

4t
,2

. "19#

FIG. 2. "Color online# "a# Optical conductivity of the general-
ized Wigner lattice in the single-pair approximation as given by
Eqs. "16# and "17# at %=1/2 and t /V=0.02. A finite broadening has
been introduced for graphical purposes. The open circles are the
exact diagonalization data of Ref. 10. In the inset, the same curve is
compared with the result obtained with the full potential of Eq. "2#
"dashed lines#. "b# Fraction of the spectral weight carried by the
excitons "full lines# and the kink-antikink continuum "dashed line#,
respectively.

FIG. 3. "Color online# Optical absorption for a screened poten-
tial at %=1/2 and t /V=0.02. The labels indicate the value of the
screening length !. The dashed line corresponds to the unscreened
Coulomb potential.

S. FRATINI AND G. RASTELLI PHYSICAL REVIEW B 75, 195103 "2007#

195103-4

-e/2 +e/2
• because they are charged, DWs can be seen optically
• DWs of opposite charge -> bound pairs (excitons)
• continuum of unbound defects at higher energy

(DI-DCNQI)2 Ag

[Yamamoto et al., PRB 71, 045118 (2005)]

[SF, G. Rastelli, PRB 75, 195103 (2007)]
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195103-4

-e/2 +e/2
• because they are charged, DWs can be seen optically
• DWs of opposite charge -> bound pairs (excitons)
• continuum of unbound defects at higher energy

(DI-DCNQI)2 Ag

[Yamamoto et al., PRB 71, 045118 (2005)]

[SF, G. Rastelli, PRB 75, 195103 (2007)]

Cummings et al., PRB (1981)
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EK,k = !s ! 2t!cos"Ks/2 + k# + cos"Ks/2 ! k#$ . "10#

The corresponding wave function is12

"K,k"d# = B!1"k#deikd
2F1!1 ! d,1 ! i#"k#;2;1 ! e!2ik$ ,

"11#

where #"k#=V / !2s3t"K#sin k$. The normalization factor is
determined by the asymptotic behavior at large d and is
given by

B!2"k# =
4s

L

$#"k#
sinh!$#"k#$

sin2"k#e!"2k!$##"k# "12#

in the case of an open chain of length L /2s.
The excitation spectrum is illustrated in Fig. 1 for t /V

=0.02 at fillings %=1/2 and %=1/3. The gap in the excita-
tion spectrum is obtained from Eq. "6# setting K=0 and n
=0:

&s
opt = !s ! 4t%1 + & V

4ts3'2

. "13#

This value is lower than the classical value &s"1# because of
the energy gain due to charge delocalization. The condition
&s

opt!0 can be used to locate the melting of the GWL as the
region where charge defects are expected to proliferate.9 For
the quarter-filled case s=2, the estimate t /V(0.12 is in good
agreement with the numerical results of Ref. 10.

III. OPTICAL CONDUCTIVITY

The finite frequency absorption at T=0 can be expressed
in terms of the current-current correlation function through
the Kubo formula

'"(# =
1

L(
Im )

K,)

*+*K,)* ĵ*+GS,*2

( ! EK,) + i0+ , "14#

where the sum runs over all eigenstates, and the ground-state
energy is set to 0. For nearest-neighbor hopping, the current

operator on the lattice is defined as ĵ= it)i"ci
+ci+1!ci+1

+ ci#.
The above dimensionless expression should be multiplied by
a prefactor '0=e2a2 /,v to restore the proper units, where a
is the intersite distance on the chain and v is the volume of
the unit cell.

Approximating *+GS, in the GWL phase at fillings %
=1/s with the classical state *+-,=-icsi

† *0,, we see that the
effect of the operator ĵ is to create kink-antikink pairs of
length d= ±1 at any of the m possible sites. The matrix ele-
ments with the single-pair states of Eq. "4# are thus given, in
terms of the eigenfunctions of the semi-infinite chain, as

*++-* ĵ**K,),*2 = t2L

s
.K,0*"K,)"1#*2. "15#

A. Coulomb potential

The optical absorption can be divided into two parts '
='exc+'sc, which represent, respectively, the sharp transi-
tions from the ground state to the excitonic states and an
absorption band due to transitions to the kink-antikink con-
tinuum. The corresponding energies are obtained from Eqs.
"6# and "10# by setting K=0. The excitonic part is an infinite
series of delta function peaks

'exc = )
n

$t2

sE0,n
*"0,n"1#*2."( ! E0,n# , "16#

where the spectral weights are given by Eqs. "7# and "8#
above, making use of the property 2F1=1 at d=1. Setting
k"(#=arccos!!"(!!s# /4t$ and converting the sum over
states in Eq. "14# into an integral, we obtain the following
analytical expression for the continuous absorption band:

'sc"(# = & $V

4s4(
' e!"V/2s3t#!k"(#/sin k"(#$

1 ! e!"V/2s3t#!$/sin k"(#$
. "17#

Since we are assuming t/V /s3, the denominator can be set
equal to 1 up to exponentially small corrections "these be-
come important close to the melting of the GWL, where
anyway the single-pair approximation breaks down#.

It should be noted that, even though the assumption t
/V /s3 is needed to justify the restriction to the single-pair
subspace, in practice, the above expression is obtained from
the exact solution of the Coulomb problem to all orders in
t /V. Indeed, the presence of an essential singularity in Eq.
"17# shows that this result cannot be obtained from a pertur-
bation expansion in t /V. It reflects the fact that the delocal-
ized nature of the scattering states is lost for any finite trun-
cation of the expansion in t /V.

The optical absorption determined above is illustrated in
Fig. 2"a# and agrees remarkably well with the exact diago-
nalization results of Ref. 10. The main discrepancy is a shift
in the position of the first excitonic peak that can be entirely
ascribed to the use of the pure Coulomb potential in Eq. "3#
instead of the full potential in Eq. "2#. A transfer of spectral
weight from the excitons to the kink-antikink continuum
takes place as t /V increases, as shown in Fig. 2"b#, where
we have plotted the quantities .d('exc"(# /.d('"(# and

FIG. 1. Excitation spectrum vs center-of-mass momentum K in
the single-pair subspace for t /V=0.02 at fillings %=1/2 "left# and
%=1/3 "right#. The full lines correspond to the three lowest bound
states, while the dashed lines indicate the boundaries of the kink-
antikink continuum.
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!d!"sc"!# /!d!""!#. Note that formulas "16# and "17# obey
the following property that derives from the closure relation
of the eigenstates of Eq. "5#:

$!% =& d!""!#! = #t2/s . "18#

This relation shows that the “average” absorption frequency
is independent of the interaction potential and can be used to
measure directly the value of the hopping integral in an
optical-absorption experiment.

In the above derivation, it was assumed that the potential
follows a pure Coulomb law, Eq. "3#, which allowed us to
obtain explicit analytical formulas for the optical absorption.
However, the discrete Schrödinger equation "5# with the ex-
act potential $s"d# of Eq. "2# can be solved to arbitrary ac-
curacy with small numerical effort. The result is presented in
the inset of Fig. 2"a#. We see that the analytical expression
"17# agrees quite well with the numerical result. Discrepan-
cies arise at very small values of t /V, where the excitons
become localized on very short length scales, which is where
the potential $s"d# sensibly deviates from the Coulomb law.

Note that an expression similar to Eq. "17# was derived by
Gallinar18 in the half-filled case %=1 for electrons with spin,
in the limit of a large on-site repulsion U. In that case, the

lowest-lying excitations correspond to pairs of doubly occu-
pied and/or empty sites.19 The energy cost for creating such
pairs is set by U, while the long-range tail of the Coulomb
potential acts to bind the opposite charges together.20 Similar
effects have also been discussed in the context of conjugated
polymers, in which case, the energy scale of an electron-hole
exciton is set by the Peierls dimerization gap21 "see also Ref.
19#.

B. Screened potentials

The characteristic optical line shape 'Eq. "17#( ultimately
follows from the long-range nature of the Coulomb potential.
Indeed, although the energies of the scattering states are
given by the noninteracting expression "10#, their wave func-
tions strongly differ from the free plane waves especially at
short distances "the scattering states are required to be or-
thogonal to the bound states#. This is reflected in the optical
absorption, which involves the wave function precisely at d
=1, where the condition of orthogonality with the excitonic
states is most stringent. To illustrate this issue, we have
considered the case of a screened potential V /d
!V exp"!d /!# /d. This potential is convex and ensures the
stability of the classical configuration considered here,4

which is preferable to the case of arbitrarily truncated Cou-
lomb interactions, for which the ground state is not always
univocally determined.

The results obtained for generic values of the screening
length are reported in Fig. 3 at filling %=1/2, for t /V=0.02.
Upon reducing the screening length, the optical absorption
shifts to lower frequencies, the discontinuity at the absorp-
tion edge is smoothened, the asymmetry of the line shape
becomes less marked, and the excitonic peaks progressively
disappear "below a critical value, no bound states are pos-
sible and "exc=0#. In the limit !!0, a truncated nearest-
neighbor potential is recovered. In that case, the effective
interaction $"d#=Ve!1/!)V1 is constant for all d and the
scattering states reduce to free-particle states. The corre-
sponding current-current correlation function has a semicir-
cular shape and the resulting absorption band is

"nn"!# =
t

2!
*1 ! +! ! V1

4t
,2

. "19#

FIG. 2. "Color online# "a# Optical conductivity of the general-
ized Wigner lattice in the single-pair approximation as given by
Eqs. "16# and "17# at %=1/2 and t /V=0.02. A finite broadening has
been introduced for graphical purposes. The open circles are the
exact diagonalization data of Ref. 10. In the inset, the same curve is
compared with the result obtained with the full potential of Eq. "2#
"dashed lines#. "b# Fraction of the spectral weight carried by the
excitons "full lines# and the kink-antikink continuum "dashed line#,
respectively.

FIG. 3. "Color online# Optical absorption for a screened poten-
tial at %=1/2 and t /V=0.02. The labels indicate the value of the
screening length !. The dashed line corresponds to the unscreened
Coulomb potential.
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• Analytical formula
• Universal lineshape, for any filling n=1/s
• sum rule allows to estimate the transfer integral t, 
  independent of interaction strength (this is NOT the f-sum rule)

-e/2 +e/2

Optical conductivity [SF, G. Rastelli, PRB 75, 195103 (2007)]
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What in 2D? Let’s try the square lattice

  

Large V/t limit: Collective excitations.

1) neutral: s(w), e

dipolar, quadrupolar (sails, butterflies)

Ext. Hubbard:  Δdip =3V,  Δquad =4V , excitation is localized

Hubbard-Wigner:  Δdip =0.62V, Δquad =0.65V, delocalization via resonant hops

 Long range Coulomb interaction is insensitive to local defects. 

 Quantum fluctuations → kinetic energy gain   Δcoll =Δdip -

 Δcoll =0  at V/t=4.5 →   CO melting? 

 Works well in 1D, could it work in 2D?

 Degenerate PT on lowest energy states at large V

[SF & J. Merino PRB09]

butterflies
+e  -e 

not fractional...
if LRC interactions are included, they
do drive CO melting as in the 1D case

as in 1D, they can be seen in the optical conductivity

Such delocalization of the charge yields a kinetic-energy
gain !t and allows the droplet to propagate coherently at
long distances with a bandlike dispersion. The present sce-
nario can be contrasted to the model with nearest-neighbor
interactions, where the defects remain strongly localized in
space unless the transfer integral overcomes the large energy
barrier separating the states depicted in Figs. 4!b" and 4!c",
i.e., t" !#quad!#opt"=V.

By setting #quad=#opt in the matrix !A1", we obtain an
analytical expression for the energy gain of the droplet state
at k=0,

#k=0 = #opt ! 2#2t . !A2"

This form is in satisfactory agreement with the ED result
#k=0$#opt!4.2t, indicating that the physical mechanism of
defect delocalization is correctly captured already in the
small droplet approximation, where only dipolar and quadru-
polar states are included.

We note that while the quadrupolar states are the ones
responsible for the band dispersion, it can be shown follow-
ing the lines of Ref. 39 that the optical spectral weight is
mostly carried by the dispersionless dipolar excitations. As a
result, the peak in the optical conductivity remains centered
at an energy $=#opt while the peak at $=#k=0 is not opti-
cally active. The optical conductivity calculated from the de-
fect model at V=17t is shown in Fig. 8 and compared to the
spectrum obtained from the full ED in a L=16 cluster. The
minimal model of Eq. !A1" including six defect states is able
to reproduce the correct position of the exciton peak. Extend-
ing the defect subspace to a total of 12 states also accounts
for the emergence of a sideband below the main peak, as
seen in the numerical data.

2. Charged, single-particle excitations: Interstitials
and vacancies

An analogous procedure can be carried out to determine
the dispersion of the one-electron states that are probed in
photoemission experiments. It is convenient to include a
static compensating charge density of +e /2 per site in the

calculation !equivalent to the usual compensating jellium in
continuum models", which restores the overall charge neu-
trality and the particle-hole symmetry. We can therefore fo-
cus on the addition spectrum alone, since the removal spec-
trum is obtained by symmetry.

As usual, we start from the V% t limit. Adding an electron
to an empty site of the Wigner lattice creates an interstitial of
energy EI=0.8078V. The next low-lying states with N+1
electrons have energies, respectively, ED=0.9233 and EM
=1.1304. All these states are illustrated in Fig. 9. The charge
gap is defined as #ch=E!N+1"+E!N!1"!2E!N" which
gives #ch=2%EI%=1.6155V.

In order to study the effect of quantum fluctuations in-
duced by a finite transfer integral t, we evaluate the action of
the kinetic-energy operator within the subspace of the defect
states defined above. Considering the multiplicities arising
from the possible orientations of these states !respectively, 2,
4, and 8" one obtains the 14&14 matrix shown in Table I.
The charge gap at finite t is obtained from the energy of the
lowest state at k=0. In the region 10'V / t'20, it follows
the linear form #ch$1.8V!9.6t, in good agreement with the
ED value #ch$1.8V!7.0t.

To get more insights on the one-particle excitations of the
Wigner lattice, we observe that the bands arising from the
diagonalization of the matrix in Table I are accurately de-
scribed by the following formula:

Ek = E0 ! 2t1&cos!2kx" + cos!2ky"'

! 2t2&cos!kx + ky" + cos!kx ! ky"' . !A3"

An important implication of the defect model is that the hop-
ping parameters t1 , t2 governing the motion of defects are
essentially constant throughout the charge ordered phase: the
one-electron band dispersion depends on the interaction
strength V only via the rigid energy shift E0. For a direct
validation of the defect model, Fig. 6 shows how the spectral
function A!k ,$" obtained from the exact diagonalization of a
L=16 cluster within the charge ordered metallic phase
closely follows the dispersion of the main defect band &Eq.
!A3", with t1=0, t2=!0.3t', which represents the motion of
interstitials along the diagonals of the square lattice.

APPENDIX B: FINITE-SIZE EFFECTS

As was pointed out in Ref. 17, in addition to the usual size
effects encountered in numerical studies of model systems on
finite clusters !hereafter denoted as quantum finite-size ef-
fects", specific issues arise when dealing with the long-range

0 5 10 15
!/t

0
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0.03

"(
!
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2#

e2 )

ED
6 states
12 states

V=17

FIG. 8. !Color online" Comparison of the optical conductivity
calculated at V=17t from ED of a L=16 cluster to the one obtained
from the defect model, including respectively the 6 and 12 lowest-
lying states.
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FIG. 9. !Color online" The lowest-lying states with one electron
added to the perfect checkerboard pattern. From left to right the
corresponding Madelung energies in an infinite system are !a" EI
=0.8078V, !b" ED=0.9233 and !c" ED=1.1304
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want more fun? add frustration

sails (cannot propagate alone)
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Triangular lattice: ET-salts, and more

! are similar to those in DCNQI2X with X ) Li, Ag,
as seen in section 3.1.1.

3.3. Two-Dimensional Systems: ET2X and
BETS2X

Interesting A2B compounds with 2D nature were
realized in early 1980s following the successful
synthesis of the BEDT-TTF (abbreviated as ET)
molecules, which is shown in Figure 12a.2 With the
amount of charge transfer as X-, ET1/2+ form 2D
planes of 3/4-filled electronic systems on the average.
There exist many polytypes in this family categorized
by the Greek letters, R, ", !, #, etc.,43 representing

different spatial arrangements of ET molecules which
show different electronic properties. Here, we will
focus on the extensively studied polytypes with either
two or four molecules in the unit cell; the representa-
tive examples of the former are #- and "-types and
those of the latter are !-, $-, and R-types. The spatial
arrangements of the molecules in the unit cell of
these polytypes are schematically shown in Figure
12b.

If the energy bands are not strongly dispersive and
are separated energetically with each other, the band
theory for #- and "-type compounds would predict
that the Fermi level falls in the center of the upper
band which will then be half-filled, and simple
metallic states are expected. On the other hand, in
!-, $-, and R-type compounds with four ET’s in the
unit cell the Fermi level would be located within the
gap between the highest and the second bands,
leading to band insulators. However, the electronic
properties actually observed are truly diverse as will
be introduced in the following.

There are compounds consisting of derivatives of
the ET molecule, for example its selenium variants
such as BETS () BEDT-TSF)44,45 shown in Figure
12a, and its oxygen variants such as BO
() BEDO-TTF).2 In this review, we concentrate on
ET- and BETS-based materials in which cases many
systematic experimental studies have been carried
out so far. The BETS molecule has a HOMO more
widely spread compared to that of the ET molecule,44

and then the value of U for BETS, UBETS, is expected
to be smaller than that for ET, UET.45 Therefore,
similarly to the case of TMTTF and TMTSF ex-
plained above in section 3.2, the ET salts usually
show stronger tendency toward insulating states due
to electron correlation than the BETS salts, as we
will see in the following for each polytype. Another
characteristic feature of the BETS compounds com-
pared to the ET compounds is that there are com-
pounds which contains magnetic anions, X ) FeY4
(Y ) Cl, Br, etc.) with Fe3+ (S)5/2) interacting with
the BETS %-conducting plane,46 as we will see in
sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4.

3.3.1. #-Type
The experimental phase diagram of #-ET2X is

summarized by Mori et al. as shown in Figure 13,
characterized by the dihedral angle, ", defined as the
angle between the molecules in adjacent columns.47

(In ref 47, this is defined as # but we use " instead
in this paper to avoid confusion.)

In the region of large ", the ground state is
insulating and there exists a sharp increase of F (MI
transition) below some characteristic temperatures
at around 100 K, as shown in Figure 14a, where a
structural phase transition is concurrently observed.47

The temperature dependence of !, which is shown in
Figure 14b,47 is rather smooth through these tem-
peratures behaving similarly to a low-dimensional
localized spin system, and a crossover to a spin
gapped behavior is seen below around 10 K.

On the other hand, in the region of smaller ", such
a sharp transition is absent but with decreasing
temperature, F gradually increases below around 50

Figure 11. Electrical resistivity, F of several members of
TM2X. (Reprinted with permission from ref 40. Copyright
1993 EDP Sciences.)

Figure 12. (a) ET and BETS molecules and (b) schematic
representation of spatial arrangements of these molecules
in the 2D plane for different polytypes, where the ellipses
and the gray area represent the molecules and the unit
cells, respectively.
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leading to band insulators. However, the electronic
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There are compounds consisting of derivatives of
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such as BETS () BEDT-TSF)44,45 shown in Figure
12a, and its oxygen variants such as BO
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ET- and BETS-based materials in which cases many
systematic experimental studies have been carried
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and then the value of U for BETS, UBETS, is expected
to be smaller than that for ET, UET.45 Therefore,
similarly to the case of TMTTF and TMTSF ex-
plained above in section 3.2, the ET salts usually
show stronger tendency toward insulating states due
to electron correlation than the BETS salts, as we
will see in the following for each polytype. Another
characteristic feature of the BETS compounds com-
pared to the ET compounds is that there are com-
pounds which contains magnetic anions, X ) FeY4
(Y ) Cl, Br, etc.) with Fe3+ (S)5/2) interacting with
the BETS %-conducting plane,46 as we will see in
sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4.

3.3.1. #-Type
The experimental phase diagram of #-ET2X is

summarized by Mori et al. as shown in Figure 13,
characterized by the dihedral angle, ", defined as the
angle between the molecules in adjacent columns.47

(In ref 47, this is defined as # but we use " instead
in this paper to avoid confusion.)

In the region of large ", the ground state is
insulating and there exists a sharp increase of F (MI
transition) below some characteristic temperatures
at around 100 K, as shown in Figure 14a, where a
structural phase transition is concurrently observed.47

The temperature dependence of !, which is shown in
Figure 14b,47 is rather smooth through these tem-
peratures behaving similarly to a low-dimensional
localized spin system, and a crossover to a spin
gapped behavior is seen below around 10 K.

On the other hand, in the region of smaller ", such
a sharp transition is absent but with decreasing
temperature, F gradually increases below around 50

Figure 11. Electrical resistivity, F of several members of
TM2X. (Reprinted with permission from ref 40. Copyright
1993 EDP Sciences.)
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Triangular lattice

irrelevant, while that of tc is fixed to be positive for the
quarter-filled hole system.

We find five charge order patterns as shown in Fig. 2,
where the charge rich and poor sites as denoted by solid and
open ellipsis, respectively. We have tried many other
patterns, but they are not stabilized or have a rather higher
energy. Figure 2(a) shows a pattern with a unit cell with
three lattice sites which was not considered by Seo.3) We call
this state as ‘‘3-fold’’ pattern in the following. The other four
states are stripe states and we call them as (b) vertical, (c)
horizontal, (d) diagonal and (e) vertical+diagonal, respec-
tively.

The obtained phase diagram on tc=tp–Vp=Vc plane for
U ! 0:7 eV, Vc=U ! 0:3, U=tp ! 7 is shown in Fig. 3. Here,
the lowest-energy state among the various states is shown.
The diagonal-1 and diagonal-2 (and 3-fold-1 and 3-fold-2)
have di!erent spin configurations which we discuss shortly.
We find that the 3-fold pattern is stabilized in the large
Vp=Vc region. The vertical stripe state obtained in ref. 3 has
a slightly higher energy than the 3-fold pattern in this region.
The phase diagram in Fig. 3 shows that the frustration in Vij

leads to the 3-fold pattern.
The hole density at each site depends on the strength of

Coulomb interaction and transfer integral. Their values in
the ground state range from 0.7 to 0.9 at rich sites and from
nearly 0 to 0.1 at poor sites, except for the 3-fold type where
they are around 1.0 and 0.25 at rich and poor sites,
respectively.

The diagonal-1 and diagonal-2 states are insulating states
in the parameter region where calculations were carried out,
since the Fermi energy is located in the band gap. On the
other hand, the 3-fold type states are found to be metallic,

because the Fermi energy necessarily crosses at least one
band among the six bands in the 3-fold type states at quarter-
filling.

Next, let us discuss the spin configurations. As shown in
Fig. 4, not only the charge degrees of freedom but also the
spin degrees of freedom are ordered. In the stripe states,
antiferromagnetic order is obtained along the stripe due to
the strong on-site Coulomb interaction leading exchange
coupling Jij. However, the relative phase of antiferromag-
netism between neighboring stripes depends on the inter-
chain coupling. The diagonal-1 has antiferromagnetic spin
order along the c axis (i.e., vertical direction) between
stripes, while the diagonal-2 has ferromagnetic spin order as
shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). These two states have very

(a) 3fold (b) vertical

(d) diagonal(c) horizontal

(e) vertical+diagonal

Fig. 2. Obtained various patterns of charge order. The charge rich and
poor sites are denoted by solid and open ellipses, respectively.
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Fig. 3. The phase diagram on tc=tp–Vp=Vc plane for U ! 0:7 eV, Vc=U !
0:3, U=tp ! 7. The di!erences between diagonal-1 and -2 and between 3-
fold-1 and -2 are spin configuration as explained in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. 3-fold and diagonal type charge order appeared in Fig. 3. The grey
and open ellipses represent charge rich and poor sites, respectively. The
direction of spin at each site is shown by uparrow or downarrow. The
di!erence between the diagonal-1 and the diagonal-2 is the spin
configuration at charge rich sites. The former has antiferromagnetic spin
order along c axis between stripes, while the latter has ferromagnetic spin
order. 3-fold-1 is ferrimagnetic, and 3-fold-2 is ferromagnetic.
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• filling n=1/3 -> easy!

• filling n=1/2 ???

irrelevant, while that of tc is fixed to be positive for the
quarter-filled hole system.

We find five charge order patterns as shown in Fig. 2,
where the charge rich and poor sites as denoted by solid and
open ellipsis, respectively. We have tried many other
patterns, but they are not stabilized or have a rather higher
energy. Figure 2(a) shows a pattern with a unit cell with
three lattice sites which was not considered by Seo.3) We call
this state as ‘‘3-fold’’ pattern in the following. The other four
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tively.

The obtained phase diagram on tc=tp–Vp=Vc plane for
U ! 0:7 eV, Vc=U ! 0:3, U=tp ! 7 is shown in Fig. 3. Here,
the lowest-energy state among the various states is shown.
The diagonal-1 and diagonal-2 (and 3-fold-1 and 3-fold-2)
have di!erent spin configurations which we discuss shortly.
We find that the 3-fold pattern is stabilized in the large
Vp=Vc region. The vertical stripe state obtained in ref. 3 has
a slightly higher energy than the 3-fold pattern in this region.
The phase diagram in Fig. 3 shows that the frustration in Vij

leads to the 3-fold pattern.
The hole density at each site depends on the strength of

Coulomb interaction and transfer integral. Their values in
the ground state range from 0.7 to 0.9 at rich sites and from
nearly 0 to 0.1 at poor sites, except for the 3-fold type where
they are around 1.0 and 0.25 at rich and poor sites,
respectively.

The diagonal-1 and diagonal-2 states are insulating states
in the parameter region where calculations were carried out,
since the Fermi energy is located in the band gap. On the
other hand, the 3-fold type states are found to be metallic,

because the Fermi energy necessarily crosses at least one
band among the six bands in the 3-fold type states at quarter-
filling.

Next, let us discuss the spin configurations. As shown in
Fig. 4, not only the charge degrees of freedom but also the
spin degrees of freedom are ordered. In the stripe states,
antiferromagnetic order is obtained along the stripe due to
the strong on-site Coulomb interaction leading exchange
coupling Jij. However, the relative phase of antiferromag-
netism between neighboring stripes depends on the inter-
chain coupling. The diagonal-1 has antiferromagnetic spin
order along the c axis (i.e., vertical direction) between
stripes, while the diagonal-2 has ferromagnetic spin order as
shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). These two states have very
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Fig. 2. Obtained various patterns of charge order. The charge rich and
poor sites are denoted by solid and open ellipses, respectively.
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Fig. 3. The phase diagram on tc=tp–Vp=Vc plane for U ! 0:7 eV, Vc=U !
0:3, U=tp ! 7. The di!erences between diagonal-1 and -2 and between 3-
fold-1 and -2 are spin configuration as explained in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. 3-fold and diagonal type charge order appeared in Fig. 3. The grey
and open ellipses represent charge rich and poor sites, respectively. The
direction of spin at each site is shown by uparrow or downarrow. The
di!erence between the diagonal-1 and the diagonal-2 is the spin
configuration at charge rich sites. The former has antiferromagnetic spin
order along c axis between stripes, while the latter has ferromagnetic spin
order. 3-fold-1 is ferrimagnetic, and 3-fold-2 is ferromagnetic.
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irrelevant, while that of tc is fixed to be positive for the
quarter-filled hole system.

We find five charge order patterns as shown in Fig. 2,
where the charge rich and poor sites as denoted by solid and
open ellipsis, respectively. We have tried many other
patterns, but they are not stabilized or have a rather higher
energy. Figure 2(a) shows a pattern with a unit cell with
three lattice sites which was not considered by Seo.3) We call
this state as ‘‘3-fold’’ pattern in the following. The other four
states are stripe states and we call them as (b) vertical, (c)
horizontal, (d) diagonal and (e) vertical+diagonal, respec-
tively.

The obtained phase diagram on tc=tp–Vp=Vc plane for
U ! 0:7 eV, Vc=U ! 0:3, U=tp ! 7 is shown in Fig. 3. Here,
the lowest-energy state among the various states is shown.
The diagonal-1 and diagonal-2 (and 3-fold-1 and 3-fold-2)
have di!erent spin configurations which we discuss shortly.
We find that the 3-fold pattern is stabilized in the large
Vp=Vc region. The vertical stripe state obtained in ref. 3 has
a slightly higher energy than the 3-fold pattern in this region.
The phase diagram in Fig. 3 shows that the frustration in Vij

leads to the 3-fold pattern.
The hole density at each site depends on the strength of

Coulomb interaction and transfer integral. Their values in
the ground state range from 0.7 to 0.9 at rich sites and from
nearly 0 to 0.1 at poor sites, except for the 3-fold type where
they are around 1.0 and 0.25 at rich and poor sites,
respectively.

The diagonal-1 and diagonal-2 states are insulating states
in the parameter region where calculations were carried out,
since the Fermi energy is located in the band gap. On the
other hand, the 3-fold type states are found to be metallic,

because the Fermi energy necessarily crosses at least one
band among the six bands in the 3-fold type states at quarter-
filling.

Next, let us discuss the spin configurations. As shown in
Fig. 4, not only the charge degrees of freedom but also the
spin degrees of freedom are ordered. In the stripe states,
antiferromagnetic order is obtained along the stripe due to
the strong on-site Coulomb interaction leading exchange
coupling Jij. However, the relative phase of antiferromag-
netism between neighboring stripes depends on the inter-
chain coupling. The diagonal-1 has antiferromagnetic spin
order along the c axis (i.e., vertical direction) between
stripes, while the diagonal-2 has ferromagnetic spin order as
shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). These two states have very
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Fig. 2. Obtained various patterns of charge order. The charge rich and
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Fig. 4. 3-fold and diagonal type charge order appeared in Fig. 3. The grey
and open ellipses represent charge rich and poor sites, respectively. The
direction of spin at each site is shown by uparrow or downarrow. The
di!erence between the diagonal-1 and the diagonal-2 is the spin
configuration at charge rich sites. The former has antiferromagnetic spin
order along c axis between stripes, while the latter has ferromagnetic spin
order. 3-fold-1 is ferrimagnetic, and 3-fold-2 is ferromagnetic.
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irrelevant, while that of tc is fixed to be positive for the
quarter-filled hole system.

We find five charge order patterns as shown in Fig. 2,
where the charge rich and poor sites as denoted by solid and
open ellipsis, respectively. We have tried many other
patterns, but they are not stabilized or have a rather higher
energy. Figure 2(a) shows a pattern with a unit cell with
three lattice sites which was not considered by Seo.3) We call
this state as ‘‘3-fold’’ pattern in the following. The other four
states are stripe states and we call them as (b) vertical, (c)
horizontal, (d) diagonal and (e) vertical+diagonal, respec-
tively.

The obtained phase diagram on tc=tp–Vp=Vc plane for
U ! 0:7 eV, Vc=U ! 0:3, U=tp ! 7 is shown in Fig. 3. Here,
the lowest-energy state among the various states is shown.
The diagonal-1 and diagonal-2 (and 3-fold-1 and 3-fold-2)
have di!erent spin configurations which we discuss shortly.
We find that the 3-fold pattern is stabilized in the large
Vp=Vc region. The vertical stripe state obtained in ref. 3 has
a slightly higher energy than the 3-fold pattern in this region.
The phase diagram in Fig. 3 shows that the frustration in Vij

leads to the 3-fold pattern.
The hole density at each site depends on the strength of

Coulomb interaction and transfer integral. Their values in
the ground state range from 0.7 to 0.9 at rich sites and from
nearly 0 to 0.1 at poor sites, except for the 3-fold type where
they are around 1.0 and 0.25 at rich and poor sites,
respectively.

The diagonal-1 and diagonal-2 states are insulating states
in the parameter region where calculations were carried out,
since the Fermi energy is located in the band gap. On the
other hand, the 3-fold type states are found to be metallic,

because the Fermi energy necessarily crosses at least one
band among the six bands in the 3-fold type states at quarter-
filling.

Next, let us discuss the spin configurations. As shown in
Fig. 4, not only the charge degrees of freedom but also the
spin degrees of freedom are ordered. In the stripe states,
antiferromagnetic order is obtained along the stripe due to
the strong on-site Coulomb interaction leading exchange
coupling Jij. However, the relative phase of antiferromag-
netism between neighboring stripes depends on the inter-
chain coupling. The diagonal-1 has antiferromagnetic spin
order along the c axis (i.e., vertical direction) between
stripes, while the diagonal-2 has ferromagnetic spin order as
shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). These two states have very
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Fig. 2. Obtained various patterns of charge order. The charge rich and
poor sites are denoted by solid and open ellipses, respectively.
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fold-1 and -2 are spin configuration as explained in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. 3-fold and diagonal type charge order appeared in Fig. 3. The grey
and open ellipses represent charge rich and poor sites, respectively. The
direction of spin at each site is shown by uparrow or downarrow. The
di!erence between the diagonal-1 and the diagonal-2 is the spin
configuration at charge rich sites. The former has antiferromagnetic spin
order along c axis between stripes, while the latter has ferromagnetic spin
order. 3-fold-1 is ferrimagnetic, and 3-fold-2 is ferromagnetic.
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irrelevant, while that of tc is fixed to be positive for the
quarter-filled hole system.

We find five charge order patterns as shown in Fig. 2,
where the charge rich and poor sites as denoted by solid and
open ellipsis, respectively. We have tried many other
patterns, but they are not stabilized or have a rather higher
energy. Figure 2(a) shows a pattern with a unit cell with
three lattice sites which was not considered by Seo.3) We call
this state as ‘‘3-fold’’ pattern in the following. The other four
states are stripe states and we call them as (b) vertical, (c)
horizontal, (d) diagonal and (e) vertical+diagonal, respec-
tively.

The obtained phase diagram on tc=tp–Vp=Vc plane for
U ! 0:7 eV, Vc=U ! 0:3, U=tp ! 7 is shown in Fig. 3. Here,
the lowest-energy state among the various states is shown.
The diagonal-1 and diagonal-2 (and 3-fold-1 and 3-fold-2)
have di!erent spin configurations which we discuss shortly.
We find that the 3-fold pattern is stabilized in the large
Vp=Vc region. The vertical stripe state obtained in ref. 3 has
a slightly higher energy than the 3-fold pattern in this region.
The phase diagram in Fig. 3 shows that the frustration in Vij

leads to the 3-fold pattern.
The hole density at each site depends on the strength of

Coulomb interaction and transfer integral. Their values in
the ground state range from 0.7 to 0.9 at rich sites and from
nearly 0 to 0.1 at poor sites, except for the 3-fold type where
they are around 1.0 and 0.25 at rich and poor sites,
respectively.

The diagonal-1 and diagonal-2 states are insulating states
in the parameter region where calculations were carried out,
since the Fermi energy is located in the band gap. On the
other hand, the 3-fold type states are found to be metallic,

because the Fermi energy necessarily crosses at least one
band among the six bands in the 3-fold type states at quarter-
filling.

Next, let us discuss the spin configurations. As shown in
Fig. 4, not only the charge degrees of freedom but also the
spin degrees of freedom are ordered. In the stripe states,
antiferromagnetic order is obtained along the stripe due to
the strong on-site Coulomb interaction leading exchange
coupling Jij. However, the relative phase of antiferromag-
netism between neighboring stripes depends on the inter-
chain coupling. The diagonal-1 has antiferromagnetic spin
order along the c axis (i.e., vertical direction) between
stripes, while the diagonal-2 has ferromagnetic spin order as
shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). These two states have very
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(e) vertical+diagonal

Fig. 2. Obtained various patterns of charge order. The charge rich and
poor sites are denoted by solid and open ellipses, respectively.
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0:3, U=tp ! 7. The di!erences between diagonal-1 and -2 and between 3-
fold-1 and -2 are spin configuration as explained in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. 3-fold and diagonal type charge order appeared in Fig. 3. The grey
and open ellipses represent charge rich and poor sites, respectively. The
direction of spin at each site is shown by uparrow or downarrow. The
di!erence between the diagonal-1 and the diagonal-2 is the spin
configuration at charge rich sites. The former has antiferromagnetic spin
order along c axis between stripes, while the latter has ferromagnetic spin
order. 3-fold-1 is ferrimagnetic, and 3-fold-2 is ferromagnetic.
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realized in these materials. For the sake of simplicity we
consider an isotropic intersite repulsion Vc ! Vp " V and
set tc ! 0, tp " t > 0. This choice is representative of the
!-ET2X salts with X ! CsCo#SCN$4, X ! CsZn#SCN$4,
and X ! I3 where the molecular orbital overlap is strongly
suppressed along the c direction [8,12]. These materials lie
close to (on both sides of) the bandwidth controlled CO
transition in Mori’s phase diagram [8] and are therefore
optimal candidates for the observation of an interplay
between critical charge fluctuations and electronic corre-
lation effects.

Phase diagram.—The phase diagram obtained at T ! 0
from the numerical diagonalization of the model Eq. (1) on
Ns ! 12 andNs ! 18 site clusters is presented in Fig. 1(b).
The different phases can be identified by analyzing the
behavior of the charge correlation function NsC#q$ !
N%1

s
P

ijhninjieiq&Rij . In the thermodynamic limit, this

quantity diverges at a single wave vector Q ! 0 at the
onset of charge order. An accurate numerical determina-
tion of the phase boundaries relying on a proper finite-size
scaling of the results is prohibitive for the fermionic system
under study, due to the rapidly increasing size of the
Hilbert space. We therefore identify the T ! 0 ordering
transition, VCO, as the locus of steepest variation of charge
correlations upon varying the interaction parameters. An
analogous procedure is used to determine the melting
temperature of CO, TCO. In the physically relevant regime
explored here, U=t & 20 [14], the phase boundaries agree
on the two cluster sizes.

In the absence of nearest-neighbor repulsion, V ! 0, the
system remains in a homogeneous metallic phase up to
arbitrary values of the local interaction, U, as holes can
effectively avoid each other at concentrations away from
integer fillings. An instability towards a charge ordered
state with threefold periodicity is realized instead upon
increasing the intersite interaction, V, as was previously
obtained by different approaches [12,15–19]. The resulting
threefold ordering pattern is shown in Fig. 1(b).

At low and moderate values ofU=t & 5, down toU ! 0,
the CO transition essentially follows the predictions of

mean-field approaches [12,15,16]. A calculation in the
random phase approximation yields VCO ! 1:06t'U=6,
which is shown as a dotted line in Fig. 1(b). This law is
correctly recovered by the numerical data at low U, but
sizable deviations appear at as soon asU=t * 10 due to the
increasing effects of many-body electronic correlations.
The boundary obtained numerically in this region is inde-
pendent of the cluster size, and our value VCO=t ! 3:5 at
U=t ! 10 is in good agreement with existing numerical
results in larger systems [18,19].
Before moving to the analysis of the correlated metallic

phase at the edge of charge order, let us note that the charge
correlation function also provides indications of a cross-
over taking place within the CO phase, separating a con-
ventional threefold state from a more exotic ‘‘pinball
liquid’’ phase [17]. The latter arises because at large U,
mean-field like configurations where charge-poor mole-
cules are completely depleted become energetically unfav-
orable, as these imply that each charge rich molecule
should accommodate up to 3=2 holes on average. To
prevent double occupancy, part of the hole density neces-
sarily spills out and decouples from the charge rich sub-
lattice, resulting in a separate fluid moving freely in the
remaining sublattice [17]. This partial ordering, occurring
for V & U=3, corresponds to a value C#Q$ ! n2=3, to be
contrasted with the value C#Q$ ! n2 obtained in the three-
fold state at large V.
The correlated metal close to charge ordering.—We

start by analyzing the kinetic energy of the interacting
system, a quantity that provides direct information on
how the motion of the charge carriers is hindered by
interactions, and can be evaluated with good accuracy
through finite-T Lanczos diagonalization. Its importance
in correlated systems has been recently recognized [20,21],
and resides in the fact that it can in principle be accessed
from optical absorption experiments, providing a quantita-
tive measure of many-body correlation effects.
The kinetic energy, K, normalized to the noninteracting

band value, K0, is shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respec-
tively, for U=t ! 5 and U=t ! 15, for several values of the
intersite repulsion across the CO transition. AtU=t ! 5 the
kinetic energy at T ! 0 stays essentially unrenormalized,
K=K0 * 0:9, upon increasing V all the way up to the CO
transition occurring at VCO ! 2:33t, as expected in a
weakly correlated Fermi liquid. It then suddenly drops to
a value K=K0 ( 0:6 upon entering the charge ordered
phase. This residual value is ascribed to local (incoherent)
hopping processes in the charge ordered pattern [20] and to
the motion of remnant itinerant electrons not gapped by the
ordering transition [16,18].
A richer behavior is revealed by the data at finite tem-

peratures, which clearly indicates the emergence of a
temperature scale T) that marks an analogous suppression
of the kinetic energy occurring within the homogeneous
metallic phase (we define T) as the locus of steepest
variation of K with temperature, denoted by arrows in
Fig. 2). The scale T) appears to be entirely controlled by
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Lattice structure and microscopic
parameters of the extended Hubbard model Eq. (1). (b) Phase
diagram obtained at T ! 0 from numerical diagonalization of
Ns ! 12 (solid line) and 18 sites clusters (dashed line). RPA is
the random phase approximation.
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irrelevant, while that of tc is fixed to be positive for the
quarter-filled hole system.

We find five charge order patterns as shown in Fig. 2,
where the charge rich and poor sites as denoted by solid and
open ellipsis, respectively. We have tried many other
patterns, but they are not stabilized or have a rather higher
energy. Figure 2(a) shows a pattern with a unit cell with
three lattice sites which was not considered by Seo.3) We call
this state as ‘‘3-fold’’ pattern in the following. The other four
states are stripe states and we call them as (b) vertical, (c)
horizontal, (d) diagonal and (e) vertical+diagonal, respec-
tively.

The obtained phase diagram on tc=tp–Vp=Vc plane for
U ! 0:7 eV, Vc=U ! 0:3, U=tp ! 7 is shown in Fig. 3. Here,
the lowest-energy state among the various states is shown.
The diagonal-1 and diagonal-2 (and 3-fold-1 and 3-fold-2)
have di!erent spin configurations which we discuss shortly.
We find that the 3-fold pattern is stabilized in the large
Vp=Vc region. The vertical stripe state obtained in ref. 3 has
a slightly higher energy than the 3-fold pattern in this region.
The phase diagram in Fig. 3 shows that the frustration in Vij

leads to the 3-fold pattern.
The hole density at each site depends on the strength of

Coulomb interaction and transfer integral. Their values in
the ground state range from 0.7 to 0.9 at rich sites and from
nearly 0 to 0.1 at poor sites, except for the 3-fold type where
they are around 1.0 and 0.25 at rich and poor sites,
respectively.

The diagonal-1 and diagonal-2 states are insulating states
in the parameter region where calculations were carried out,
since the Fermi energy is located in the band gap. On the
other hand, the 3-fold type states are found to be metallic,

because the Fermi energy necessarily crosses at least one
band among the six bands in the 3-fold type states at quarter-
filling.

Next, let us discuss the spin configurations. As shown in
Fig. 4, not only the charge degrees of freedom but also the
spin degrees of freedom are ordered. In the stripe states,
antiferromagnetic order is obtained along the stripe due to
the strong on-site Coulomb interaction leading exchange
coupling Jij. However, the relative phase of antiferromag-
netism between neighboring stripes depends on the inter-
chain coupling. The diagonal-1 has antiferromagnetic spin
order along the c axis (i.e., vertical direction) between
stripes, while the diagonal-2 has ferromagnetic spin order as
shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). These two states have very

(a) 3fold (b) vertical

(d) diagonal(c) horizontal

(e) vertical+diagonal

Fig. 2. Obtained various patterns of charge order. The charge rich and
poor sites are denoted by solid and open ellipses, respectively.
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Fig. 3. The phase diagram on tc=tp–Vp=Vc plane for U ! 0:7 eV, Vc=U !
0:3, U=tp ! 7. The di!erences between diagonal-1 and -2 and between 3-
fold-1 and -2 are spin configuration as explained in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. 3-fold and diagonal type charge order appeared in Fig. 3. The grey
and open ellipses represent charge rich and poor sites, respectively. The
direction of spin at each site is shown by uparrow or downarrow. The
di!erence between the diagonal-1 and the diagonal-2 is the spin
configuration at charge rich sites. The former has antiferromagnetic spin
order along c axis between stripes, while the latter has ferromagnetic spin
order. 3-fold-1 is ferrimagnetic, and 3-fold-2 is ferromagnetic.
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realized in these materials. For the sake of simplicity we
consider an isotropic intersite repulsion Vc ! Vp " V and
set tc ! 0, tp " t > 0. This choice is representative of the
!-ET2X salts with X ! CsCo#SCN$4, X ! CsZn#SCN$4,
and X ! I3 where the molecular orbital overlap is strongly
suppressed along the c direction [8,12]. These materials lie
close to (on both sides of) the bandwidth controlled CO
transition in Mori’s phase diagram [8] and are therefore
optimal candidates for the observation of an interplay
between critical charge fluctuations and electronic corre-
lation effects.

Phase diagram.—The phase diagram obtained at T ! 0
from the numerical diagonalization of the model Eq. (1) on
Ns ! 12 andNs ! 18 site clusters is presented in Fig. 1(b).
The different phases can be identified by analyzing the
behavior of the charge correlation function NsC#q$ !
N%1

s
P

ijhninjieiq&Rij . In the thermodynamic limit, this

quantity diverges at a single wave vector Q ! 0 at the
onset of charge order. An accurate numerical determina-
tion of the phase boundaries relying on a proper finite-size
scaling of the results is prohibitive for the fermionic system
under study, due to the rapidly increasing size of the
Hilbert space. We therefore identify the T ! 0 ordering
transition, VCO, as the locus of steepest variation of charge
correlations upon varying the interaction parameters. An
analogous procedure is used to determine the melting
temperature of CO, TCO. In the physically relevant regime
explored here, U=t & 20 [14], the phase boundaries agree
on the two cluster sizes.

In the absence of nearest-neighbor repulsion, V ! 0, the
system remains in a homogeneous metallic phase up to
arbitrary values of the local interaction, U, as holes can
effectively avoid each other at concentrations away from
integer fillings. An instability towards a charge ordered
state with threefold periodicity is realized instead upon
increasing the intersite interaction, V, as was previously
obtained by different approaches [12,15–19]. The resulting
threefold ordering pattern is shown in Fig. 1(b).

At low and moderate values ofU=t & 5, down toU ! 0,
the CO transition essentially follows the predictions of

mean-field approaches [12,15,16]. A calculation in the
random phase approximation yields VCO ! 1:06t'U=6,
which is shown as a dotted line in Fig. 1(b). This law is
correctly recovered by the numerical data at low U, but
sizable deviations appear at as soon asU=t * 10 due to the
increasing effects of many-body electronic correlations.
The boundary obtained numerically in this region is inde-
pendent of the cluster size, and our value VCO=t ! 3:5 at
U=t ! 10 is in good agreement with existing numerical
results in larger systems [18,19].
Before moving to the analysis of the correlated metallic

phase at the edge of charge order, let us note that the charge
correlation function also provides indications of a cross-
over taking place within the CO phase, separating a con-
ventional threefold state from a more exotic ‘‘pinball
liquid’’ phase [17]. The latter arises because at large U,
mean-field like configurations where charge-poor mole-
cules are completely depleted become energetically unfav-
orable, as these imply that each charge rich molecule
should accommodate up to 3=2 holes on average. To
prevent double occupancy, part of the hole density neces-
sarily spills out and decouples from the charge rich sub-
lattice, resulting in a separate fluid moving freely in the
remaining sublattice [17]. This partial ordering, occurring
for V & U=3, corresponds to a value C#Q$ ! n2=3, to be
contrasted with the value C#Q$ ! n2 obtained in the three-
fold state at large V.
The correlated metal close to charge ordering.—We

start by analyzing the kinetic energy of the interacting
system, a quantity that provides direct information on
how the motion of the charge carriers is hindered by
interactions, and can be evaluated with good accuracy
through finite-T Lanczos diagonalization. Its importance
in correlated systems has been recently recognized [20,21],
and resides in the fact that it can in principle be accessed
from optical absorption experiments, providing a quantita-
tive measure of many-body correlation effects.
The kinetic energy, K, normalized to the noninteracting

band value, K0, is shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respec-
tively, for U=t ! 5 and U=t ! 15, for several values of the
intersite repulsion across the CO transition. AtU=t ! 5 the
kinetic energy at T ! 0 stays essentially unrenormalized,
K=K0 * 0:9, upon increasing V all the way up to the CO
transition occurring at VCO ! 2:33t, as expected in a
weakly correlated Fermi liquid. It then suddenly drops to
a value K=K0 ( 0:6 upon entering the charge ordered
phase. This residual value is ascribed to local (incoherent)
hopping processes in the charge ordered pattern [20] and to
the motion of remnant itinerant electrons not gapped by the
ordering transition [16,18].
A richer behavior is revealed by the data at finite tem-

peratures, which clearly indicates the emergence of a
temperature scale T) that marks an analogous suppression
of the kinetic energy occurring within the homogeneous
metallic phase (we define T) as the locus of steepest
variation of K with temperature, denoted by arrows in
Fig. 2). The scale T) appears to be entirely controlled by
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Lattice structure and microscopic
parameters of the extended Hubbard model Eq. (1). (b) Phase
diagram obtained at T ! 0 from numerical diagonalization of
Ns ! 12 (solid line) and 18 sites clusters (dashed line). RPA is
the random phase approximation.
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Pinball liquid

If V>>W, mean field predicts

nA=3/2,  nB=nC=0

A

B

C
A

B

C

If U is large, double occupation is forbidden

nA=1 →  nB=nC=1/4

n(Ri)= 3/4+3/4 cos(Q.Ri)

[C.Hotta JPSJ & PRB (2006)]

Emergent heavy fermion behavior expected
(Non FL, bad metal, quantum criticality etc.)

[Merino et al. PRL’13]
all values ofV, and does not scalewith/ t2=V as in the 3CO
phase. Note that the pinball phase is absent on the square
lattice, where the system is CO and insulating (COI) at
sufficiently large U [7,9–11]; cf. Fig. 2(d).

The origin of the pinball phase can be best understood
as follows. At large V and small U, the 3CO phase has a
density nA ! 3=2 on the charge-rich sites and nB ! 0 on
the charge-poor sites. Increasing U tends to suppress the
double occupancy and eventually when U * 3V, the local
Coulomb energy cost is avoided by leaving only one
charge per A site (a pin, nA ’ 1). The excess charge density
is then transferred to the charge-poor sites (balls, nB’1=4).
This transition, shown in Fig. 1(c), occurs between two
metallic phases, which only differ on the amount of charge
transferred. This transition is of a different type from the
metal-to-COI transition [11] on the square lattice, which
displays phase coexistence as in the pure Mott metal-
insulator transition. We find that the two charge species
behave very differently: pins form an almost half-filled
system with a marked Mott behavior due to strong
on-site Coulomb interactions, in opposition to the balls
which, owing to their low concentration, are, in principle,
protected from them. The spectral function for the B, C
sublattices indeed shows a wide band crossing the Fermi
energy, while the A sublattice shows typical features of
strongly correlated systems: the spectral weight is mostly
located in two separate regions away from the Fermi
level—the lower and upper Hubbard bands separated
by an energy U—while the weight at the Fermi energy
is strongly suppressed. This can be quantified via the
quasiparticle weight of the correlated pins, ZA !
"1# @ Im!A$!%=@!&#1

!!0, which is depicted in Fig. 1(d).
It is large in the conventional 3CO phase at low U, and
drops drastically upon entering the pinball liquid (here at
U ! 8:5). This drop occurs when the A sublattice concen-
tration spontaneously adjusts to nA ’ 1 [Fig. 1(c)]. Within
the accuracy of our method, a small nonvanishing quasi-
particle weight persists at all U [23]. Since the filling of
the correlated hybrid band is never exactly an integer, the
results indicate that the pins do not undergo a full Mott
transition, but remain in a strongly correlated Fermi liquid
state. This contrasts with the situation encountered on
bipartite lattices [11], where the electron concentration in
the correlated band is automatically fixed to half-filling
once the Fermi energy falls inside the gap, resulting in
a true Mott transition for U * W (the bandwidth) and
V * 2.

Periodic Andersonmodel and emergent heavy fermions.—
To get further insight into the effects of electronic corre-
lations we now map the problem into a PAM. This is
achieved by introducing creation operators a'i , b

'
i , and

c'i respectively on the A, B, and C sublattices and diago-
nalizing the bands of the honeycomb lattice formed by B
and C sites (tight binding on graphene). Rewriting !k !P

ie
i"i(k as Eke

i#k , we can define B-C subspace spinor

operators $'
k;) ! $e#i#k=2;)ei#k=2%=

!!!
2

p
, whose energies

are %k;) ! )Ek (the origin is fixed at the Dirac point).
Dropping the Coulomb interaction on the conduction
bands leads to

HPAM !
X

i&

%Aa
y
i&ai& '

X

k&'

%k;'$
'
k'&$k'&

'
X

ik;'

$Vk;'e
ikRiayi&$k'& ' H:c:%

'U
X

i

ayi"ai"a
y
i#ai#; (2)

where the hybridization between the conduction bands
and the localized level is determined by Vk;# !
i

!!!
2

p
Ek sin$3#k=2% and Vk;' !

!!!
2

p
Ek cos$3#k=2%. The en-

ergy of the localized level is set by the charge transfer gap,
%A ! #", which originates from the electrostatic interaction
between charges on different sublattices. The pinball phase
studied in the preceding paragraphs corresponds to " !
3V=2 and is therefore in the charge transfer regime U * "
[becauseU > 3V * 3V=2, cf. Fig. 1(a)]. The quantities n',
ZA, andA'$!% calculated in the PAM are compared with the
EHM results in Figs. 1(c), 1(d), 2(a), and 2(b), showing a
consistent agreement in the pinball liquid phase.
The nature of the coupling between pins and balls is now

conveniently analyzed based on the low energy effective
PAM, varying the number of electrons per unit cell ncell 2
"0; 3& (ncell ! 3n) for a fixed " ! 4:5. This interval
includes the region of stability of the pinball in the original
EHM [18], i.e., 1< ncell < 2. The density of states (DOS)
of HPAM in the noninteracting limit U ! 0 is shown in
Fig. 3(a). Hybridization broadens the localized pin level
originally at %A ! #" into a dispersive band, and also
affects the dispersion of the conduction bands, which is no

PAM

A

U 0, 4.5
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FIG. 3 (color online). Strong quasiparticle renormalization in
the pinball liquid phase and antiferromagnetic Kondo correla-
tions. (a) DOS of the noninteracting PAM (U ! 0) for " ! 4:5.
Different colors correspond to a projection on the nonhybridized
bands: pins (blue), # (orange), and ' (red). (b) A=B sublattice
densities (full lines ! DMFT, dashed lines ! ED) and pin qua-
siparticle weight (DMFT) and (c) hybridization, quasiparticle
renormalization (DMFT), and magnetic correlations (ED) as a
function of the filling ncell at U ! 12.
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Pinball liquid: has it ever been observed?

• Not in the 2D organics, 
the triangular lattice is 
distorted and favors stripes

irrelevant, while that of tc is fixed to be positive for the
quarter-filled hole system.

We find five charge order patterns as shown in Fig. 2,
where the charge rich and poor sites as denoted by solid and
open ellipsis, respectively. We have tried many other
patterns, but they are not stabilized or have a rather higher
energy. Figure 2(a) shows a pattern with a unit cell with
three lattice sites which was not considered by Seo.3) We call
this state as ‘‘3-fold’’ pattern in the following. The other four
states are stripe states and we call them as (b) vertical, (c)
horizontal, (d) diagonal and (e) vertical+diagonal, respec-
tively.

The obtained phase diagram on tc=tp–Vp=Vc plane for
U ! 0:7 eV, Vc=U ! 0:3, U=tp ! 7 is shown in Fig. 3. Here,
the lowest-energy state among the various states is shown.
The diagonal-1 and diagonal-2 (and 3-fold-1 and 3-fold-2)
have di!erent spin configurations which we discuss shortly.
We find that the 3-fold pattern is stabilized in the large
Vp=Vc region. The vertical stripe state obtained in ref. 3 has
a slightly higher energy than the 3-fold pattern in this region.
The phase diagram in Fig. 3 shows that the frustration in Vij

leads to the 3-fold pattern.
The hole density at each site depends on the strength of

Coulomb interaction and transfer integral. Their values in
the ground state range from 0.7 to 0.9 at rich sites and from
nearly 0 to 0.1 at poor sites, except for the 3-fold type where
they are around 1.0 and 0.25 at rich and poor sites,
respectively.

The diagonal-1 and diagonal-2 states are insulating states
in the parameter region where calculations were carried out,
since the Fermi energy is located in the band gap. On the
other hand, the 3-fold type states are found to be metallic,

because the Fermi energy necessarily crosses at least one
band among the six bands in the 3-fold type states at quarter-
filling.

Next, let us discuss the spin configurations. As shown in
Fig. 4, not only the charge degrees of freedom but also the
spin degrees of freedom are ordered. In the stripe states,
antiferromagnetic order is obtained along the stripe due to
the strong on-site Coulomb interaction leading exchange
coupling Jij. However, the relative phase of antiferromag-
netism between neighboring stripes depends on the inter-
chain coupling. The diagonal-1 has antiferromagnetic spin
order along the c axis (i.e., vertical direction) between
stripes, while the diagonal-2 has ferromagnetic spin order as
shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). These two states have very

(a) 3fold (b) vertical

(d) diagonal(c) horizontal

(e) vertical+diagonal

Fig. 2. Obtained various patterns of charge order. The charge rich and
poor sites are denoted by solid and open ellipses, respectively.

diagonal-2

diagonal-1

ferro
3fold-2

3fold-1

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Vp/Vc

|tc
/tp

|

Fig. 3. The phase diagram on tc=tp–Vp=Vc plane for U ! 0:7 eV, Vc=U !
0:3, U=tp ! 7. The di!erences between diagonal-1 and -2 and between 3-
fold-1 and -2 are spin configuration as explained in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. 3-fold and diagonal type charge order appeared in Fig. 3. The grey
and open ellipses represent charge rich and poor sites, respectively. The
direction of spin at each site is shown by uparrow or downarrow. The
di!erence between the diagonal-1 and the diagonal-2 is the spin
configuration at charge rich sites. The former has antiferromagnetic spin
order along c axis between stripes, while the latter has ferromagnetic spin
order. 3-fold-1 is ferrimagnetic, and 3-fold-2 is ferromagnetic.
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• CO state in AgNiO2 ? Possibly the 1st experimental realization of PL

In the ideal crystal structure of both 3R and 2H polytypes
of AgNiO2 Ni ions have both spin and orbital degrees of
freedom. The local crystal field is octahedral and near cubic
and in the case of the strong crystal field proposed herein6,15

the electronic state of Ni3+ !3d7" is the low-spin state t2g
6 eg

1

with one unpaired electron !spin 1/2" in the upper eg level. A
small trigonal distortion present in the crystal structure due
to squashing of the NiO6 octahedra along the c axis changes
the detailed wave functions of the orbital states but does not
lift the twofold degeneracy of the upper eg level because it
preserves a local threefold symmetry rotation axis along c.
Each Ni ion has a tendency to locally distort the environment
to lower its orbital energy due to the Jahn-Teller effect; how-
ever, the cooperative orbital order on the triangular lattice is
frustrated as the orbital exchange favors occupation of dif-
ferent orbitals for pairs of Ni ions along the three different
in-plane directions. Such systems are susceptible to forming
an orbital-liquid state at low temperatures or to having the
orbital degeneracy lifted by structural distortions.

In measurements reported here, we find evidence for a
weak structural modulation in 2H-AgNiO2, leading to a
tripling of the unit cell in the hexagonal basal plane. This
can be naturally explained by charge disproportionation
on the Ni sites into three sublattices, which we propose
occurs in order to lift the orbital degeneracy of the Ni3+

ions. This physics is in sharp contrast to the insulator
NaNiO2 where the orbital degeneracy is lifted by Jahn-Teller
orbital order, leading to a monoclinic crystal structure.10 We
attribute this difference to the fact that, because 2H -AgNiO2
is metallic, charge transfer can be an energetically more fa-
vorable mechanism to lift the orbital degeneracy compared
to local Jahn-Teller distortions found in more localized
systems.

At low temperatures the electron-rich Ni sublattice !attrib-
uted to a valence close to Ni2+ with spin S=1" orders mag-
netically in a collinear stripe structure with spins pointing
along the c axis and arranged in alternating ferromagnetic
rows in the triangular plane. This magnetic structure cannot
be explained at the mean-field level by a minimal spin model
on a triangular lattice containing only nearest-neighbor anti-

ferromagnetic exchange and easy-axis anisotropy, and we
propose that it is stabilized by additional weak second-
neighbor antiferromagnetic in-plane interactions and/or weak
ferromagnetic interlayer couplings.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the experimental details of the neutron, x-ray,
susceptibility, and specific heat measurements. Diffraction
measurements of the room-temperature crystal structure are
presented and analyzed in Sec. III, where a lower-symmetry
space group is proposed to accommodate the observed
structural modulation. A transition to the high-symmetry,
undistorted crystal structure is observed upon heating to
high temperatures, and this is discussed in Sec. IV, fol-
lowed by a symmetry analysis of the structural distortion
in terms of symmetry-allowed basis vectors in Sec. V.
This is used to propose that the mechanism for the struc-
tural distortion is charge fluctuations at the Ni site coup-
led with a soft zone-boundary optical phonon involving
oxygen breathing modes !further calculations using corepre-
sentation symmetry analysis to uniquely determine the dis-
torted space group are presented in Appendix B". Suscepti-
bility and specific heat measurements are shown in Sec. VI,
followed by measurements of the magnetic structure ana-
lyzed in terms of symmetry-allowed basis vectors and dis-
cussed in terms of a minimal Hamiltonian containing ex-
change and easy-axis anisotropy !Sec. VII". Finally, the
results are summarized and discussed in Sec. VIII. For com-
pleteness we include in Appendix A a list of the measured
supercell and magnetic structure factors. A partial account of
the results describing the room-temperature crystal structure
and low-temperature magnetic order has been reported in
Ref. 16.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Powder samples of 2H-AgNiO2 !!1% admixture of the
3R polytype" were prepared from Ag2O and Ni!OH"2 using
high oxygen pressures !130 MPa" as described in Ref. 15.
Neutron diffraction patterns to probe the crystal and mag-
netic structure were collected using the high-resolution back-
scattering time-of-flight diffractometers OSIRIS !0.65!Q
!6 Å!1" and HRPD !2!Q!9 Å!1" at the ISIS Facility of
the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in the United Kingdom.
Preliminary measurements were also performed using GEM
at ISIS and the monochromatic neutron diffractometer D1B
at the Institute Laue-Langevin in France. The magnetic order
parameter was obtained from elastic neutron scattering mea-
surements using the direct-geometry time-of-flight spectrom-
eter IN6 and the temperature dependence of the lattice con-
stants was also measured on D2B, both at the ILL. X-ray
powder diffraction measurements to help solve the crystal
structure at room temperature were made using a Philips
X’pert diffractometer !"Cu K#=1.54 Å". Structural and mag-
netic refinement was made using the FULLPROF program.17

Susceptibility measurements were made using a supercon-
ducting quantum interference device !SQUID" magnetometer
!Quantum Design MPMS" and specific heat data were col-
lected on a pressed powder pellet using a Quantum Design
physical properties measurement system.

FIG. 1. !Color online" Nominal crystal structure of 2H-AgNiO2
deduced from x-ray measurements in Ref. 15 !space group
P63 /mmc , D6h

4 ". !a" There are two NiO2 layers per unit cell related
by a mirror plane reflection through the Ag+ layer at z=1 /4. !b"
Basal plane showing the triangular network of Ni ions !large red
balls" coordinated by oxygens !small blue balls". The thick solid
line contour shows the unit cell and the dashed line shows the unit
cell tripling in the distorted structure.
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on the Ni sites as well as the oxygen ion displacements !po-
lar vector order".

Our refined model for the structure in the distorted phase
in Fig. 4 shows a periodic arrangement of expanded !Ni1"
Ni3!! and contracted !Ni2 and Ni3" Ni3+0.5! sites with !=1
in case of complete charge disproportionation. To try to re-
produce this we looked for symmetry-allowed charge !sca-
lar" order patterns with propagation vector q0= !1 /3,1 /3,0"
at the Ni 2a sites !two atoms" in the unit cell of the P63 /mmc
space group. The obtained irreducible representations and
basis vectors are listed in Table II. There are two basis vec-
tors !"1,2 corresponding to irreducible representations #1,2 in
Table II" which physically correspond to having the same or
opposite charges for Ni sites above each other in the two
layers. The order pattern implied by the structural refinement
cannot be described by a single basis vector, but can be de-
scribed by a linear combination of two basis vectors, i.e.,

$ = ei%/3#!"1 + "2" + ei4%/3!"1 ! "2"$ , !1"

where "i!1" is the charge on atom 1 !layer 1" for the basis
vector "i, etc.

The corresponding charge order pattern !relative to the
uniform high-temperature phase where each Ni site has va-
lence +3" is shown in Fig. 6 and consists of a triangular
lattice of charges !!, i.e., electron-rich Ni3!!, surrounded by
a honeycomb network of charges +0.5!, i.e., Ni3+0.5!. This
charge order pattern is obtained from the basis vector $
modulated by the phase factor due to the propagation vector
q0, i.e., in the unit cell at distance r=n1a0+n2b0+n3c from
the origin !n1,2,3 integers" the charges are given by the real
part of the complex vector

Q̃r =
!

2
eiq0r$ . !2"

For atom 1 !layer 1" the charge is
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FIG. 5. !Color online" !a" Comparison between 300 K !open symbols, lower trace" and 420 K data !filled symbols, upper trace" showing
the absence of the triple-cell peaks !021", !212", and !314" at high temperature. Solid lines are fits to the distorted !300 K" and ideal !420 K"
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temperature dependence of the oxygen displacement parameter &; the solid line is a guide to the eye.

TABLE II. Basis vectors for the irreducible representations for
charge !scalar" order at the Ni sites !2a" in space group P63 /mmc
!no. 194" for propagation vector q0= !1 /3,1 /3,0" obtained using
group theory !Ref. 22".

Position !0,0,0" !0,0 ,1 /2"

#1 1 1
#2 1 !1

FIG. 6. !Color online" Charge order pattern described by Eq. !2"
to be compared with Fig. 4. Labels !1 and +0.5 indicate charges in
units of !. Thick hexagonal contours indicate the honeycomb net-
work of the electron-depleted Ni2,3 sites and dashed line contour is
the unit cell of the charge ordered structure. The light shaded area is
the unit cell of the ideal structure with all Ni sites equivalent.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) Oscillation photograph of the a!-c!

plane at 33 K. Diffuse scattering patterns characterized by
q1 " (2/3,k,1/3) and q2 " (0,k,1/2) can be observed and are
indicated by an ellipsoid and a circle in the image, respectively. (b)
Line profile of the q1 diffuse scattering patterns along the a! axis at
various temperatures. (c) Temperature dependence of the sizes of q1

(circles) and q2 (squares) charge clusters.

of ! -CsZn thus suggests that the rearrangement of charge
configurations occurs locally. This implication appears to be
compatible with the strong geometrical frustration in ! -CsZn
[31] because this frustration is expected to produce locally
different configurations of similar energies, resulting in less
cooperative dynamics.

Finally, to obtain insights into how the development of slow
dynamics correlates with the preexisting SR-CO (or charge
cluster), we conducted x-ray diffuse scattering measurements
at a synchrotron facility [32]. As previously reported [16,33],
both “3 # 3”-period and “1 # 2”-period charge clusters were
observed that could be characterized by the wave vectors
q1 " (2/3,k,1/3) and q2 " (0,k,1/2), respectively [Fig. 5(a)]
(k denotes negligible coherence between the ET layers).

In this study, it was found that the linewidth of the q1 and q2
charge clusters narrows (and hence the cluster size increases)
at low temperatures [Fig. 5(b)]. To quantify this effect, the

size of the charge clusters, " , was estimated as the inverse of
the full width at half maximum of the line profiles. The " -T
profile for each of the clusters is shown in Fig. 5(c), where the
size of the “3 # 3”-period charge clusters ( q1) grows as the
temperature decreases but levels off below "100 K; that is, the
“3 # 3”-period charge clusters appear to be frozen. Remark-
ably, this temperature roughly coincides with the T !

g value
that was determined from charge dynamics considerations
[Figs. 2(b) and 4(b)], indicating that the spatial growth of
the “3 # 3”-period charge clusters is strongly coupled with
the underlying, glassy charge dynamics. This result is also
consistent with the charge vitrification reported in ! -RbZn, in
which only “3 # 4”-period charge clusters are observed that
then freeze upon rapid cooling [9].

Interestingly, the “1 # 2”-period charge clusters (q2)
continue to grow with decreasing temperatures even below T !

g
($100 K), suggesting that the charge dynamics associated with
the “1 # 2”-period charge clusters are still active. Conversely,
there appears to be “free space” for the “1 # 2”-period charge
clusters to grow. Based on these observations, we conjecture
that at approximately T !

g , sparsely frozen, “3 # 3”-period
charge clusters exist in the sea of the “para” state, thereby
allowing subsequent growth of another type of charge clusters
at lower temperatures.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the emergence of
nonequilibrium charge dynamics from a charge-cluster glass
in ! -CsZn by observing cooling-rate-dependent charge vitri-
fication and physical aging of the resistance. The temperature
dependence of the relaxation time follows the Arrhenius law,
suggesting that the glassy charge dynamics are caused by
the local rearrangement of charge configurations. Moreover,
x-ray diffuse scattering measurements revealed that the spatial
growth of the “3 # 3”-period charge clusters is closely related
to the glassy charge dynamics. All of these experimental obser-
vations show that the strongly correlated electron systems in
the ! -(ET)2X family are unequivocally charge-glass formers.
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• multiorbital physics, currently under study (and why not NaxCoO2)

and in the fully delocalized limit, the additional Coulomb
energy due to CO is reduced to the Hartree energy, a very
strong reduction. Furthermore, delocalization often leads
to metallization, and thus to screening that further dimin-
ishes the effect of the Coulomb repulsion. This reduction of
the effective U is especially strong in systems with a small
or negative charge-transfer gap and large contribution of
oxygen holes, to which nickelates belong.

Unlike U, the Hund rule coupling JH is hardly sensitive
to delocalization, so that the energy gain associated with
CO is much more robust against band formation. It is also
less sensitive to the value of the charge transfer: in the
itinerant band picture even an incomplete charge transfer
!n < 1 can (and often does) correspond to complete or
nearly complete spin polarization with S ! 1 on one site
and S ! 0 on the other (a band may be fully polarized yet
be composed of a mixture of the Ni1 and Ni2 states). Thus,
there may be a crossover region where the CO schematized
in Fig. 1(b) is stable with respect to both the high-
symmetry phase and the JT state. We will show that this
happens in perovskite nickelates RNiO3, especially with
small rare earths R ! Lu, Y, where low-spin Ni3" ions are
JT ions with the original configuration t62ge

1
g. We will also

identify some other systems where similar effects take place.
Perovskite nickelates with small rare earths exhibit a

metal-insulator transition at a temperature TMI !
640–670 K. Simultaneously the symmetry lowers from
orthorhombic to monoclinic, with two inequivalent Ni
ions [1], Ni2" (t62ge

2
g) and Ni4" (t62ge

0
g) (although the actual

charge disproportionation is much less than one, we can
still use the integer valence values, keeping in mind that
they are quantum numbers of the respective states rather
than actual charges). At lower temperatures these systems
develop a nontrivial ""## antiferromagnetic order [2,3].
With the increase of the ionic radius of R the Ni-O-Ni
bond angle increases, the bands widen, and TMI goes down.
In NdNiO3 and PrNiO3 the insulator-metal and magnetic
transitions occur simultaneously as a first order transition;
but below Tc the same, although weaker, charge segrega-
tion occurs, with a transition to a monoclinic phase [4].
And, finally, in LaNiO3 the bands become so broad that

even the magnetic instability disappears and it remains a
paramagnetic metal down to the lowest temperatures.

The insulator-metal transition and the unusual magnetic
structure in RNiO3 are apparently connected to the charge
disproportionation. Experimentally, the charge ordering
manifests itself in oxygen breathing and in different mag-
netic moments on the two Ni sites, e.g., 1:4"B for Ni4" and
0:7"B for Ni2" in YNiO3 and LuNiO3 [3], respectively, or
1:4"B and 0:6"B for HoNiO3 [5].

A close inspection of these compounds shows that,
contrary to popular believe, they cannot be described as
Mott-Hubbard insulators. It appears that a more conven-
tional band picture gives a better description. In particular,
it is capable of explaining the charge segregation that
occurs in the crossover region between localized and itin-
erant states along the lines outlined above. Indeed, our
band structure calculations [6], Fig. 2, show that optimi-
zation of the nonmagnetic (not allowing magnetic mo-
ments on Ni) crystal structure (relaxing the O positions
keeping the cell dimensions fixed) leads to hardly any
difference between Ni1 and Ni2; at the same time, the O
octahedra become substantially (>5%) JT distorted. The
magnetic solutions (either ferromagnetic or antiferro-
magnetic), with the exchange splitting fully operating,
lead to strong inequivalence of these Ni’s: Ni1 has practi-
cally the configuration t62ge

2
g, and Ni2 t62ge

0
g, corresponding,

respectively, to Ni2" and Ni4". The calculated moments
are 1.25 and 0:28"B, in reasonable agreement with the
experiment. The resulting ratio of the bond valence sumsP

d2
Ni2"#O

=
P

d2
Ni4"#O

! 1:025 is close to the experimen-
tal value of 1.037. These results clearly shows that the
proposed mechanism of charge ordering relies heavily on
the energy gain due to an exchange splitting (Hund’s rule
energy gain), which is actually a local property and does
not strongly depend on the detailed type of magnetic order-
ing (or on the presence of a magnetic long-range order at
all). On the other hand, it requires that the starting state
have an orbital degeneracy, as opposed to other known
cases of charge disproportionation, such as 2Bi4" !
Bi3" " Bi5" or 2Pb3" ! Pb2" " Pb4", where the insta-
bility is due to the atomic tendency to have either fully
empty or fully occupied shells.

According to the presented scenario, RNiO3 compounds
may be treated as band insulators with a gap forming be-
tween the spin-up eg band of Ni2" and the (hardly spin-
polarized) eg band of Ni4" [see Fig. 2 (bottom)], as op-
posed to earlier interpretations in terms of a Mott-Hubbard
gap [7], a Ni-O charge-transfer gap [8], or an inhomoge-
neous phase [9]. Since local density approximation (LDA)
calculations usually underestimate the value of the energy
gap but correctly reproduce the trend in its pressure de-
pendence, we decided to check the resulting picture ex-
perimentally by studying the behavior of RNiO3 under
pressure.

A Mott (or charge-transfer) insulator and a band insula-
tor behave differently under pressure. The former usually

 

FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic electronic level diagram of Ni
ions in RNiO3 in two cases: (a) two JT distorted Ni3" ions
(energy gain EJT per site), and (b) charge disproportionation.
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and in the fully delocalized limit, the additional Coulomb
energy due to CO is reduced to the Hartree energy, a very
strong reduction. Furthermore, delocalization often leads
to metallization, and thus to screening that further dimin-
ishes the effect of the Coulomb repulsion. This reduction of
the effective U is especially strong in systems with a small
or negative charge-transfer gap and large contribution of
oxygen holes, to which nickelates belong.

Unlike U, the Hund rule coupling JH is hardly sensitive
to delocalization, so that the energy gain associated with
CO is much more robust against band formation. It is also
less sensitive to the value of the charge transfer: in the
itinerant band picture even an incomplete charge transfer
!n < 1 can (and often does) correspond to complete or
nearly complete spin polarization with S ! 1 on one site
and S ! 0 on the other (a band may be fully polarized yet
be composed of a mixture of the Ni1 and Ni2 states). Thus,
there may be a crossover region where the CO schematized
in Fig. 1(b) is stable with respect to both the high-
symmetry phase and the JT state. We will show that this
happens in perovskite nickelates RNiO3, especially with
small rare earths R ! Lu, Y, where low-spin Ni3" ions are
JT ions with the original configuration t62ge

1
g. We will also

identify some other systems where similar effects take place.
Perovskite nickelates with small rare earths exhibit a

metal-insulator transition at a temperature TMI !
640–670 K. Simultaneously the symmetry lowers from
orthorhombic to monoclinic, with two inequivalent Ni
ions [1], Ni2" (t62ge

2
g) and Ni4" (t62ge

0
g) (although the actual

charge disproportionation is much less than one, we can
still use the integer valence values, keeping in mind that
they are quantum numbers of the respective states rather
than actual charges). At lower temperatures these systems
develop a nontrivial ""## antiferromagnetic order [2,3].
With the increase of the ionic radius of R the Ni-O-Ni
bond angle increases, the bands widen, and TMI goes down.
In NdNiO3 and PrNiO3 the insulator-metal and magnetic
transitions occur simultaneously as a first order transition;
but below Tc the same, although weaker, charge segrega-
tion occurs, with a transition to a monoclinic phase [4].
And, finally, in LaNiO3 the bands become so broad that

even the magnetic instability disappears and it remains a
paramagnetic metal down to the lowest temperatures.

The insulator-metal transition and the unusual magnetic
structure in RNiO3 are apparently connected to the charge
disproportionation. Experimentally, the charge ordering
manifests itself in oxygen breathing and in different mag-
netic moments on the two Ni sites, e.g., 1:4"B for Ni4" and
0:7"B for Ni2" in YNiO3 and LuNiO3 [3], respectively, or
1:4"B and 0:6"B for HoNiO3 [5].

A close inspection of these compounds shows that,
contrary to popular believe, they cannot be described as
Mott-Hubbard insulators. It appears that a more conven-
tional band picture gives a better description. In particular,
it is capable of explaining the charge segregation that
occurs in the crossover region between localized and itin-
erant states along the lines outlined above. Indeed, our
band structure calculations [6], Fig. 2, show that optimi-
zation of the nonmagnetic (not allowing magnetic mo-
ments on Ni) crystal structure (relaxing the O positions
keeping the cell dimensions fixed) leads to hardly any
difference between Ni1 and Ni2; at the same time, the O
octahedra become substantially (>5%) JT distorted. The
magnetic solutions (either ferromagnetic or antiferro-
magnetic), with the exchange splitting fully operating,
lead to strong inequivalence of these Ni’s: Ni1 has practi-
cally the configuration t62ge

2
g, and Ni2 t62ge

0
g, corresponding,

respectively, to Ni2" and Ni4". The calculated moments
are 1.25 and 0:28"B, in reasonable agreement with the
experiment. The resulting ratio of the bond valence sumsP

d2
Ni2"#O

=
P

d2
Ni4"#O

! 1:025 is close to the experimen-
tal value of 1.037. These results clearly shows that the
proposed mechanism of charge ordering relies heavily on
the energy gain due to an exchange splitting (Hund’s rule
energy gain), which is actually a local property and does
not strongly depend on the detailed type of magnetic order-
ing (or on the presence of a magnetic long-range order at
all). On the other hand, it requires that the starting state
have an orbital degeneracy, as opposed to other known
cases of charge disproportionation, such as 2Bi4" !
Bi3" " Bi5" or 2Pb3" ! Pb2" " Pb4", where the insta-
bility is due to the atomic tendency to have either fully
empty or fully occupied shells.

According to the presented scenario, RNiO3 compounds
may be treated as band insulators with a gap forming be-
tween the spin-up eg band of Ni2" and the (hardly spin-
polarized) eg band of Ni4" [see Fig. 2 (bottom)], as op-
posed to earlier interpretations in terms of a Mott-Hubbard
gap [7], a Ni-O charge-transfer gap [8], or an inhomoge-
neous phase [9]. Since local density approximation (LDA)
calculations usually underestimate the value of the energy
gap but correctly reproduce the trend in its pressure de-
pendence, we decided to check the resulting picture ex-
perimentally by studying the behavior of RNiO3 under
pressure.

A Mott (or charge-transfer) insulator and a band insula-
tor behave differently under pressure. The former usually

 

FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic electronic level diagram of Ni
ions in RNiO3 in two cases: (a) two JT distorted Ni3" ions
(energy gain EJT per site), and (b) charge disproportionation.
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be composed of a mixture of the Ni1 and Ni2 states). Thus,
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bond angle increases, the bands widen, and TMI goes down.
In NdNiO3 and PrNiO3 the insulator-metal and magnetic
transitions occur simultaneously as a first order transition;
but below Tc the same, although weaker, charge segrega-
tion occurs, with a transition to a monoclinic phase [4].
And, finally, in LaNiO3 the bands become so broad that

even the magnetic instability disappears and it remains a
paramagnetic metal down to the lowest temperatures.

The insulator-metal transition and the unusual magnetic
structure in RNiO3 are apparently connected to the charge
disproportionation. Experimentally, the charge ordering
manifests itself in oxygen breathing and in different mag-
netic moments on the two Ni sites, e.g., 1:4"B for Ni4" and
0:7"B for Ni2" in YNiO3 and LuNiO3 [3], respectively, or
1:4"B and 0:6"B for HoNiO3 [5].
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contrary to popular believe, they cannot be described as
Mott-Hubbard insulators. It appears that a more conven-
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it is capable of explaining the charge segregation that
occurs in the crossover region between localized and itin-
erant states along the lines outlined above. Indeed, our
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tal value of 1.037. These results clearly shows that the
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the energy gain due to an exchange splitting (Hund’s rule
energy gain), which is actually a local property and does
not strongly depend on the detailed type of magnetic order-
ing (or on the presence of a magnetic long-range order at
all). On the other hand, it requires that the starting state
have an orbital degeneracy, as opposed to other known
cases of charge disproportionation, such as 2Bi4" !
Bi3" " Bi5" or 2Pb3" ! Pb2" " Pb4", where the insta-
bility is due to the atomic tendency to have either fully
empty or fully occupied shells.

According to the presented scenario, RNiO3 compounds
may be treated as band insulators with a gap forming be-
tween the spin-up eg band of Ni2" and the (hardly spin-
polarized) eg band of Ni4" [see Fig. 2 (bottom)], as op-
posed to earlier interpretations in terms of a Mott-Hubbard
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calculations usually underestimate the value of the energy
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ions in RNiO3 in two cases: (a) two JT distorted Ni3" ions
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Conclusion

• Coulomb-induced CO on a lattice 

• domain walls are collective excitations, can have fractional 
   charge, drive the CO melting

• such defects are favored by frustration: on the triangular 
   lattice, they are built-in

• pinball liquid, exciting novel physics, multiorbital systems 

• perspectives:  defect dynamics should be particularly 
relevant in out-of-equilibrium experiments
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